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(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — President
Kennedy has named a 21-man Advisory
Committee on Labor-Management policy designed to promote industrial
peace, sound wage and collective bargaining policies, and increased productivity.
The committee is generally regarded
in Washington as the agency through
which the President will seek to impose
restraints on union wage demands.
Secretary of Labor Goldberg was
named chairman of the new committee
for a year. Establishment of the committee goes back to an idea advocated
by Mr. Goldberg last year.
In his executive order creating the
Advisory Committee, the President provided that it shall be composed of the
Secretaries of Labor and Commerce,
along with 5 other public members,
seven from organized labor, and seven
from management.
EXECUTIVE ORDER
Secretary of Commerce Hodges will
succeed Goldberg as chairman of the
committee next year under a policy of
rotating the chairmanship between the
Labor and Commerce Secretaries annually.
The executive order assigned the
committee the job of studying and
recommending to the President policies
"that may be followed by labor, management or the public which will promote free and responsible collective
bargaining, industrial peace, sound
wage and price policies, higher standards of living, and increased productivity."
MEMBERS LISTED
Twe immediate tasks assigned ,the
committee are to see that American
products are competitive in world markets and to review the benefits and
problems resulting from automation.
Labor members selected by the President were: AFL-CIO President Geo.
Meany; UAW President Walter Reu(Continued on page 4)
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SAN FRANCISCO — Protest
against the House un-Americart
Activities Committee film,"Operation Abolition," continued to
grow throughout the Bay Area
this week.

cre",04c11 job Seattle Longshoremen, members of 1LWU Local 19, used
*"#11' "
a floating crane to lift a I 5-ton luxury cruiser named KooKee from the deck of the P&T Leuder at Pier 48. The boat was shipped from
Baltimore for use in the Puge.} Sound area.
•
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WASHINGTON, D. C. — The AFLCIO has voiced its first note of disagreement with President Kennedy in
criticizing the Administration minimum wage bill.
Sec.-Treasurer Wm. F. Schnitzler
used such expressions as "a surrender,"
a "faltering approach," to criticize the
proposal during the course of testimony before a House Labor Subcommittee.
SChnitzler's complaints were echoed
in reports from Bal Harbour, Florida,
where the AFL-CIO high command
gathered for a plush mid-winter meeting. The New York Times said the
leaders warned that "President Kennedy's program fell short of the nation's need for economic revival."
The extent of the dissatisfaction,
however, is apparently not too deep.
The Times dispatch noted "The general
feeling of the union chiefs" is that
"the best way to counteract rightwing
resistance to the Kennedy program is
to stress (a) belief that the Adminitration is not going far enough."
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Local 8, Portland, Ore.
Local 8, ILWU, will hold a primary
election for one Labor Relations Committee member, relief dispatcher, midterm dispatcher, assistant business
agent, and election of convention and
caucus delegates at the union hall on
March 10, 11 and 13,
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Whatever its motivation, the sharp
criticism levelled by the AFLF-CIO
Secretary-Treasurer was a decided departure from a generally consistent
policy followed so far by the Federation of giving the President what
amounted . to a blank check.
The minimum wage hearing, billed
for a 3-day session, opened February
17 as another House Committee, Ways
and Means, closed out consideration of
two other Kennedy proposals, temporary extension of unemployment compensation benefits and aid for needy
children of jobless parents.
IKE'S BILL WAS SIMILAR
These two hearings featured an otherwise dull week on Capitol Hill where
the Administration's sense of "urgency" continues to be confined to the
Democratic leadership. The leadership
has made it known that it expects
stepped-up activity following Washington's birthday.
The Senate hopes to get rolling on
the Douglas Distressed Areas legislation as its first major welfare action.
Meanwhile, neither House has scheduled hearings .on another top Administration program—health care for the
aged.
The JFK measure for extension of
unemployment benefits is substantially
similar to the bill approved by former
President Eisenhower in 1958. Like
that program, it would enable the
states to provide additional payments
amounting to one-half the number of
weeks presently specified, up to a maximum of 13.
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Workers who exhausted regular benefits after October 31, 1960, and before
April 1, 1962, would'be eligible for supplemental payments. During the hearing, considerable support developed for
moving the effective date for benefits
ba'cli to June 1, 1960.
The Administration proposal differs
from the Eisenhower approach only in
its financing provisions. It provides,
instead of repayable loans, for federal
grants that would ultimately be reimbursed by incresing the unemployment tax base from $3000 to $4800.
This provision, it was reliably indicated by committee sources, will be revised to make it "more acceptable to
business." Their spokesmen complained
that extending the tax base would
throw the experience-rating system out
(Continued on page 3)

The film, which blames "Communists" for police violence during a student demonstration against committee
hearings in San Francisco last May,
was hit as a distortion by Democratic
Party organizations and by distinguished individuals including church
and labor leaders.
Criticism mounted despite endorsement of the film as "authentic" by
Mayor George Christopher of San
Francisco.
The mayor backed away slightly'
from his endorsement after he was visited by a special committee from the
Northern California-Nevada Council of
Churches.
CHURCHMEN SPEAK
Churchmen who visited the mayor
included Canon Richard Byfield and
Canon Darby Betts of the Episcopal Diocese of CWornia, and, Ben Seaver,
peace and education secretary for the
Friends Service Committee.
They presented the point of view of
the Council which early this month
adopted a resolution cautioning 1600
Protestant churches that "serious question exists as to the validity of the
interpretation of the events described"
in the film.
The mayor, who was making a
speech in Burlingame during the police
attack on the student demonstrators
at the Ctiy Hall, then conceded that
there may have been inaccuracies in
the commentary accompanying the
film.
One of the widely attacked distortions in the film was the allegation
that ILIVU's President Harry Bridges
led the student demonstrators. Bridges
was having lunch at the time.
The mayor was promptly told by the
Board of Directors of the American
Civil Liberties Union of Northern California that he was permitting himself
to be "exploited to help perpetuate a
giant and malicious fraud."
. ACLU LETTER TO MAYOR
In an open letter, the ACLU told the
. mayor:
"You must know that the film suf.
fers from grave inaccuracies and distortions. Unfortunate your radio statement and the subsequent clarification
merely coinpound,the evil."
After ;a thorough investigation, a
committee of Santa Clara Democrats
denounced the film as a "distorted version of the demonstration."
The charge was made by a special
. (Continued on page 11)
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"Nuclear weapons have made war obsolete as an instrument
of national policy. Science has made war impossible if mankind
is to endure on this planet. According to informed scientists,
America today has stockpiled more than 1000 hydrogen bombs
and could readily produce 50,000 more. There is no reason to
belirve the Soviet Union does not possess cm equal arsenal. Each
hydrogen bomb is capable of wiping out an entire major city.
These ere sobering statistics...It is clear that thne is running oat.
Only prompt, positive action can stem the onrush toward a garrison world. Every arms race in history has eventually led to
war."
(Turn to last page for name of author)
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Ily Harry Ilrielpies
HE CRISIS in the Congo will affect the life and future of.
every American and every member of the ILWU. Even more
is at stake here than the right of the Congolese people to their
freedom and independence and to the ownership of the enormous wealth of their land. The civil war that is now threatening to break out could easily slide into another Korea or even
set off a world conflict if the forces of any major power intervene unilaterally to "save" the Congo.
The plight of the Congolese people has been tragic. Starvation and death are now widespread; disease is growing because
of the collapse of the medical services after the departure of
the Belgian doctors. Armed fighting along with political assassination§ have become the. order of the day. The late Congo
leader Patrice Lumumba was slain, and shortly thereafter his
chief followers were rounded up and executed despite assurances to the United Nations by the Belgian-controlled puppets
that this would not happen.
Their greed for the profits and wealth of the Congo has
dictated every step of Belgian policy. When they abruptly granted
independence after—stripping the country, the Belgians planned
and plotted the downfall of the new government and expected to
come back and pick up the pieces. This is exactly what they are
doing right now, behind the chaos created by the local military
stooges they have fronting for them.
The assassination of Lumumba resulted in protests and
demonstrations all over the world, and they were directed against
the United States as well as against Belgium.

T

THE Wall Street Journal, owned and operated
I by Dow,Jones and Company,Inc.,is a special
interest publication of general circulation. Its
loyalty is to Wall Street, to the people who make
their living by buying and selling stocks and
bonds—and who are therefore extremely interestered in knowing if prices are going to be high
and wages low, or vice versa, and what this will
mean in terms of dividends from profits.
Being this kind of special interest publication, the Wall Street Journal can't afford to mislead its principal readers, for an investor who
does badly as result of information obtained
from the paper might cancel his subscription
and better spend his reading time on the Police
Gazette or Playboy.
It is for this reason that we do not mix too
many grains of salt with the Journal's lead item
by its staff writer, Henry Gernmill, in the issue
of February 13, in which he outlines plans of the
Kennedy administration to institute a variety
of government controls over prices—including
the price of labor, better known in our circles as
wages. We assume for the reasons enumerated
above that Mr. Gemmill has his dope straight
from the unnamed horse's mouth.
According to him it is the intention of the
bright young men of the administration to hold
down wages and prices in industries such as
auto and steel where prices are "administered"
by monopolies and where wages, so it claimed,
are set by "big unions." Further, the Oan is to
raise the wages of unorganized workers, raise
the prices of agricultural, products, reduce the
interest rates on long term bbrrowing in order
to encourage construction and raise interest
rates on short term loans in order to check the
outflow of gold.
GEMMILL says, is to be done "with
a sense of high purpose."
"Both the conservative and liberal wings of
this administration," he writes, "embrace the
idea that 'national purpose' must override private preference." And one of the elements of
the administration's price-wage-planning philosophy which he names is " a pervasive faith
in the ability of government to decide things
more sensibly than people in private life."
This logically follows the pattern of the philosophy behind the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin
Act—big brother knows better than the workingman what is best for the working man, and
now it seems he also knows better than industry what is best for industry.
While we, ourselves, might be amused at
the implied criticism of the free enterprise sys-

tern, for Lordy knows we have plenty of bricks
to throw ourselves, we are certainly not heartened by what Mr. Gemmill's article terms the
administration's determination to tell the automobile industry and the United Automobile
Workers Union what the outcome shall be of
the coming Spring negotiations.
The plan, according to the article, is to get
hold of the union and the companies in advance
and tell them: "Boys, this is it ... only the details will be left to private dickering."

nERHAPS THE parties will be permitted to

1HY THE US? Because most Asians and Africans, and antiV colonial West Europeans as well, are convinced that Belgium would never dare carry out its Congo program, directly
in contradiction to the directives of the. United Nations, without first clearing with the US. And they know that without US
support Kasavubu, Mobutu, Tshombe and the rest of the Quislings wouldn't last a day.
We Americans have to recognize that the world-wide support and sympathy for Lumumba, including support from the
Asian-African countries of all political persuasions, has nothing whatsoever to do with the Congo leaders' political philosophy or belief. It is easy, now that he is dead, to call Lumumba
a "red stooge" and let it go at that. But we'll never understand
what's going on in Africa if we fall into this trap.
The significant thing about Lumumba was not simply that
he was the strongest political figure in Congo and the only one
who could lead and unify the people, but he was the legitimate
leader. He had been chosen premier of the Congo by the popularly elected Parliament, and in all the chaos which followed
his dismissal from office the Parliament was never reconvened
for one reason—the members would have voted Lumumba back
into office
Legitimacy is crucial to all the new nations of Asia and
Africa. Whether it is independent Guinea or Ghana or a nation
still closely tied to the former mother countries like Nigeria,
they cannot tolerate any stooge being put in office and kept
there by one of the imperialist powers.
To every newly-liberated nation in the world legitimacy is
the strongest safeguard against the return * of colonialism. If
the principle of free elections and majority leadership is abandoned, not only will a- puppet come to power but the independence
of all other former colonial countries will be weakened. They
can only survive with the slogan "An injury to one is.an injury
'
'
r
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.
Whatever Lumumba's faults or . virtue's, he was -the legal'
pr.
. And he was deposed, arrested and slain by the militarydictatorship exercised by Belgian and American stooges. '

haggle over how many trips to the washroom per day may be made, and whether the
drinking cups shall be tin or paper.
Link by link the chain to bind labor is beforged. Now it is participation in and control
of collective, bargainnig, done "with a sense of
high purpose." This sense also seems to have
taken over the official labor movement, which
has been and seems likely to continue to cooperate in the burial of its own corpse.
This cooperation is patently evident in the
new Labor-Management Advisory Committee
ERE Is THE REAL meaning of the unanimons Asianwhich the President appointed last week. We
African support of Lumumba. Even the most conservative
will be most pleasantly surprised if this committee turns out to be other than a sales organi- African leader feels his own power and authority and- the Mzation to convince organized workers that na- dependence of his own nation is threatened when he sees what
tional purpose over-rides the need and desire is going on in the Congo.
The latest Security Council directive repeats the earlier defor adequate wage increases.
for the immediate withdrawal of Belgian and foreign
mand
Justification for the big brother program is
said to be the need to prosecute the cold war, "military personnel and calls for an investigation into Lumurnba's
and so it appears that the cost of the cold war, death, the elimination of the Congolese army from politics, and
which drains our substance and returns us noth- the convening of the Congo parliament. In addition, the UN
ing but nuclear nightmares, is to be sweated out forces are authorized to take all measures, including force, to
halt civil war. Had such a policy been adopted and implemented
of the workers.
six months ago the crisis would now be over and much death
It figures.
and suffering would have been prevented.
At this time the prestige of the UN in the Congo, and with.
many Asian-African nations, is at an all-time low. They ,had
looked to the -UN to play a 'disinterested role" in the Congo
1111 and to favor
no side but the side of the Congolese people. The
ta. 4
results didn't bear out this hop'.
F.,blatled by the haernati2nui Lb igsherembo's cad ilibrebotaser...'s nion
._ Whether the -pew policy c;n1 still be carried out remains to
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
be seen. It certainly.will be frustrated so long'as the US NATO
Published every two weeks by the International Long- partner, Belgium, continues to be in control.
shoremen's & Warehousemen's Union at 150 Golden
Meanwhile, what will the Kennedy Administration and our
Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif. Second-Class Postage Paid at San Francisco, Calif. Subscriptions $1.50 UN Ambassador Adlai .Stevenson do? We have still to see evidence that UN policy has changed since the vote in the UN
per year.
General Assembly on Deceml Or 9, 1960, on the resolution for
150 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif.
Phone PRospect 5-0533 or PRospect 5-2220
"immediate steps" to end co'. nialism. The resolution was carBARRY BRIDGES,
J. R. ROBERTSON,
ried by 89 votes to none. There were eight abstentions—US, BritPresident
Vice Px.esident
ain, France, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, Australia and South
LOUIS GOLDBLArr,
Secreteary-Treasurer
Africa. Whether or not the new Administration has broken with
LINCOLN FAIRLEY.
MORRIS WATSON,
this
vote will be revealed by whnt is done to force Belgium to
Research Director
Director
tuformation
obey the UN.
(Desidline for next issue: March 5, 1961)
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SALEM, Ore.—An attempt to sneak •
right to work through the legislature
under the guise of a civil rights bill
was foiled when the dangerous and misading measure (HB 1268) was
abled in the House state and federal
affairs committee.
Ernest Baker, CRDC lobbyist, said,
"It was a lot of work to defeat this
one, since some people thought it was
what it wasn't—just a non-discrimination plank."
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Mel Gordon
(R., Portland) at first denied he had
any intention of proposing right-towork, but when questioned admitted
it would have had the same effect.
The bill was in the form of a nine
word amendment •to the state's civil
rights law which prohibits discrimination in employment because of race,
religion, color or national origin. The
amendment would have added the
words, "membership or non-membership in any organization of any kind."
Baker and other members of the
labor lobby, who appeared against the
bill, noted that no representative of a
minority or civil rights group was at the
hearing in support of the bill. "They
had spotted it for what it was-- a
phoney," Baker said.

gr

CR C Supports
Daylight Saving

AFL-CI

and Bazaar look over a poster displayed by President Dave Rader of ILWU
Warehouse Local 6 Pensioners Club, while Club Secretary Dave Heller looks
on. Town Fair is scheduled for March 10, 11, 12 and 13 at the Armory, 14th and
Mission Streets, San Francisco. Standing, left to right, are John Krcofalo, Lewis
Powers and Fred Schrader, all Local 6 pensioners. Warehouse pensioners are
giving their time and skill in warehousing merchandise to help in the City of
Hope's battle against killer diseases. Eddie Davis, a member of 1LWU Shipclerks Local 34, is general operations chairman of the event.

]raboi Hints General Strike
May Answer
tiUilion iris
VANCOUVER,B.C.—The British Columbia Federation of Labor may consider a general strike as labor's answer
to any restrictive labor legislation that
may be introduced by the Social Credit
provincial government during this session.
The government has already hinted
that new labor legislation may include
so-called "right-to-work" laws as well
as the abolition of the check-off.
The BC Federation of Labor has
asked its 242 affiliated and 115,000

members to be ready for a special conference which will be held in Vancouver
as soon as the new legislation is introduced.
The secretary of the Federation has
announced that many affiliates are proposing a general strike to defeat such
legislation.
He charged that any restrictive legislation at this time would be simply the
pay-off by the government for support
received in the last provincial election
from the BC Federation of Trade and
Industry and other employer groups.

JUNEAU — A resolution calling on
congress to grant Alaskans a 25 percent reduction in federal income taxes
to compensate for higher living costs
has been introduced by Representative
Frank E. Cashel (D., Sitka).
Cashel said that the government now
grants such -a cost-of-living exemption
to certain federal employes. "The entire population of Alaska needs like
relief," he said.
The Extension Service at the University of Alaska gave Representative
Cashel a good argument for his proposal in releasing cost figures for a
"market basket" of 40 food items. The
average retail price in nine Alaskan
cities was $22.21. The same food could
be purchased in Seattle for $16.56.
Typical items from the Extension
Service report shows these comparisons: Bread (1V, pound loaf), U.S.
average, 31 cents; Seattle, 36; Ketchikan, 42; Juneau, 47; Anchorage, 47;
Fairbanks, 42; Nome, 55.
Milk (quart): U.S. average, 25 cents;
Seattle, 24; Ketchikan, 36; Juneau, 35;
Anchorage, 45; Fairbanks, 53; Nome,
81. Pound round steak: U.S. average,
$1.04; Seattle, $1.11; Ketchikan, $1.11;
Juneau, $1.10; Anchorage, $1.52; Fairbanks, $1.76; Nome, $1.24.
Nome has the highest living costs in
the state. The "market basket" in that
city costs $28.15. In Nome, a 12-ounce
package of corn flakes sells for $1.42.
Rents everywhere in Alaska are high
as compared to the other states. A recent governmental survey in Fairbanks
and Anchorage Ott the average rental
at $129 a month.

Mine-Mill Donation Voted
PORTLAND, Ore. — Members of
Local 40 recently voted a $100 donation
to Mine-Mill workers in Idaho, hard hit
by a long strike and efforts to break
their union. The checkers also voted
to sponsor a Pony League baseball
team.

Chiefs Rap Kennedy Minimum Pay

(Continued from page 1)
of kilter in various states and unfairly
penalize big corporations.
If no hitches develop, the TUC bill
may be reported late this week or
early next week. The Administration
timetable calls for final Congressional
approval by April 1, with the program
to become effective 15 days later.
GOLDBERG TESTIFIES
Arguing for fast action on the jobless benefits bill, Labor Secretary ArThur Goldberg told the committee,"unemployment in this country has assumed serious dimensions." A contributing factor, he said, is the fact that
"our recovery from the 1958 recession
was anemic and incomplete."
"As a matter of fact," he added,
"each of the last three recessions began with a volume and rate of unemployment higher than at the outset of
the preceding recession."
Goldberg cited an array of figures
to establish that present conditions
are worse than those prevailing at the
height of the 1958 setback. In January
1961, 5.4 million were unemployed as
against 4.5 million at the same time in
1958. Even more serious, he said, onehalf million of today's insured unemployed have exhausted compensation
benefits.
Goldberg • estimated that by April 1,
"600,000 workers will have exhausted
their compensation and will still be unemployed." An additional 3 million
"are expected to exhaust benefits before they get jobs" in the 12 months
following April 1.
Comparing these figures against the
same months in 1958-59, the Labor
Secretary noted there were only 2.7
million exhaustees, "of which on the
basis of the 1958 experience about 75
'per cent, or over 2 million workers,
would have drawn TUC benefits if the
program had been in effect in all states
for this period." Goldberg said the total cost of the
program, if all states participate,

I

Volunteers to help the City of Hope in
For the City of Hope its
seventh annual Bay Area Town Fair

(Special to The Dispatcher)

LONGVIEW, Wash.—The controversial (in Oregon!) question of whether
to go on daylight saving time, or stay
with the roosters was settled, for longshoremen, anyway, in a motion passed
at the CRDC meeting here February
12.
The delegates voted "to adopt daylight saving time on an industry-wide
basis in the Oregon and Washington
area."
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would come to about $950 million. The
1958 program came to much less, not
only because of fewer unemployed but
because only 17 states took direct advantage of the federal help.
The AFL-CIO endorsed the Kennedy measure with one significant exception. It urged that 13 additional
weeks be made available for all insured
workers irrespective of state law,
rather than being used as the maximum figure.
Along with the TUC bill, the Ways
and Means Committee is considering
the JFK child assistance proposal. It
would permit states, under their public assistance program for dependent
children, to use matching federal
grants to aid needy children of unemployed parents.
The temporary assistance plan would
be effective April 1 and expire June
30, 1962. Its estimated cost, should all
states provide needed matching funds,
is figured at $305 million.
SPARKS FLY AT HEARINGThe minimum wage hearing, opening
to a jam-packed audience, drew sparks
as soon as it was called to order. Committee Chairman Adam Clayton Powell complained that the Administration
bill "does not measure up to what I
expected," adding that legislation
should be "introduced , at the maximum" so that "later compromises do
not cut too deep" into its provisions.
Although the President and his Congressional lieutenants have called for
fast action, Powell warned that a committee fight over strengthening the
Fair Labor Standards Act bill may
slow action.
The Administration's proposal would
raise the wage floor for 24 millions
now covered to $1.25 by a ,three-step
process and extend wage and hour protection to 4.2 million additional workers. Overall, the bill is virtually identical to the Compromise measure approved by the Senate last year.

The additional coverage, according
to Labor Department estimates, would
embrace 2.8 million employees of food,
department and other retail stores doing an annual business of more than
$1 million; 800,000 construction workers; 130,000 •in laundries doing business of $1 million a year; 110,000
transit workers; 86,000 employees of
gasoline stations doing $250,000 business a year; and some smaller calegories.
DELAY BLASTED
Newly covered workers would first
come under a $1 minimum and then go
to $1.25 in four annual steps of $1.05,
$1.10, $1.15, $1.25. For the first year,
they would be denied overtime protection. Then, another annual step process would require overtime for hours
worked over 44, 42, and finally, 40 a
week.
AFL-CIO's Schnitzler termed the oneyear delay On overtime a "misguided
effort at statesmanship," based on the
"fallacy" that employers need that
time to absorb wage increases.
He proposed that all retail concerns
grossing over $500,000 a year be covered, explaining that this figure had
been raised to $1 million in last year's
Kennedy big so as to bring in some
hotel and restaurant workers. Now, he
complained, both points have been lost.
"That's not even a compromise; it's
a surrender," said Schnitzler.
He criticized the three-step increase
for presently covered workers as a
needlessly "faltering approach."
The AFL-CIO proposals called for a
$1.25 minimum immediately and revision of coverage provisions to bring 5.9
million workers under wage-hour protection. Chairman Powell likewise indorsed a $1.25 minimum along with
substantially expanded coverage.
Labor Secretary Goldberg defended
the Kennedy bill as the best that stands
a chance of Congressional approval. At
the same time, he conceded he had ad-

ill

vocated stronger bills when he was a
top lawyer for AFL-CIO.
Representative Ja mes Roosevelt,
chairman of the subcommittee handling the minimum wage legislation,
said his subcommittee might make
some changes. He said he hopes to report a bill to the full committee by the
end of this month.
The Administration health care program, which shows no prospects of
early action, was introduced in both
Houses last week. Based on a compromise Senate bill that narrowly failed
of passage, the program is a watereddown version of the original Forand
bill.
The measure provides that all persons on Social Security aged 65 or over
will be eligible for: in-patient hospital
services up to 90 days in a single illness, with the Social Security system
paying the costs over $10 per day for
the first 9 days and full cost for the
remaining time; nursing home services
up to 180 days immediately after hospital discharge; hospital out-patient
clinic diagnostic services for a limited
period.
DISTRESSED AREA AID
Under the payment plan for hospital
use, eligible persons would have. to foot
the first $90 of costs for each separate
illness. The minimum deductible charge
would be $20. Hospital services do not
include medical or doctor care.
The final Administration measure
now before Congress is the area redevelopment bill, introduced as 51 January 5 by Senator Douglas and 44 cosponsors. It authorizes a total of $389.5
million in loans and grants to depressed
areas.
Similar legislation passed the Senate
in 1958 and 1960. Mr. Kennedy made a
major issue in the Presidential campaign of President Eisenhower's two
vetoes of this program, and promised
speedy action to aid depressed areas if
he were elected President,
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ther; ILGWU President David Dub.ina
sky ; Railway Clerks President Geo M.
Harrison; UMW President Thomas
Kennedy, USA President David McI)onald; and IBEW President Joseph
Keenan.
Management representatives include:
Thomas Watson Jr., president of International Business :Machines; Joseph
Black, president of Inland Steel; Henry
F' rd II, board cliairman of Ford Motor
Co.: J. Spencer Love, board chairman
of Burlington Mills; John Franklin,
president of U. S. Lipes; Richard Reyn.
olds, president of the Reynolds Aluminum Co.; and Elliot Bell, editor and
publisher of Business Week.
From the public, the President named
to the committee: Ralph McGill, editor
of the Atlanta Constitution ; Geo. Taylor, U. of Pennsylvania's Wharton
School of Finance; Clark Kerr, chancellor of the U. of California; Arthur
Burns, chairman of the National Bureau of Economic Research and former
economic advisor to President Eisenhower; and David Cole, labor arbitrator of Paterson, N. J:
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Gains the HAW has won for sugar
SACRAMENTO—The ILWU participated in a conference here Feb. 16 and pineapple workers in Hawaii were
aimed at finding:"... a common ground mentioned, although the union wasn't
on which farmers, organized labor and designated by name, in the course of the
consumers can work'together for their discussion of the farm labor question.
Tom HarriS, social insurance analyst
mutual benefit during the 1961 sessions
of the state and national legislatures." for the Teamsters Union, pointed out
When the day's deliberations were that Hawaiian farm workers enjoy
done at the El Mirador Hotel the "areas wages and conditions superior to any
of -agreement" between the three in the United States and then added,
groups hadn't been spelled out, but "The industrialization of agriculture in
almost everyone agreed it was a very Hawaii is perhaps not too different
good thing to have gotten together in from agriculture in this state."
The farmer-labor conflict was joined
the same room and at least to have
made a beginning in talking out mutual by means of two panels. A panel of
growers presented the question, "What
problems and basic conflicts,
The gathering, known as the First does the farmer want from labor?" A
Annual Farmer-Labor-Consumer Insti- labor panel answered with a presentatute, was notable also for the breadth tion on "What does organized labor
of participation. Representation from want from farmers?"
STRIKE LEADER SPEAKS
labor and from consumer interests was
Members of the farm panel were
top flight. The farmers were real farmers, but they were working farmers, Lincoln Thorpe, Coyote fruit and vegemainly from family-size operations. The table grower; Tad Tomita, San Jose
really big corporate agricultural rep- berry grower; Bob Douty, Clovis
poultryman; Joe McMillan, Wheatland
resentatives were missing.
The conference was notable also be- dairyman; Ed Olson Jr., Porterville
cause of the dignitaries it attracted, olive grower; and I. A. Barlas; Peta. Gov. Edmund G. Brown took time off luma poultryman, who acted as chair, ,
from a busy schedule to come across the man.
Members of the labor panel were
street from the Capitol and say a few
words. Charles Paul of Clovis, the new Harris, Emerson Street of the Santa.
- state Director of Agriculture, was there. Clara County Labor Council, Clive
- One state Senator and five Assembly- Knowles of the United Packinghouse
. men showed up. US Secretary of Agri- Workera, and Vic Lazzaro of the Santa
culture Orville L. Freeman sent a wire Clara County Labor Council, who acted
as chairman.
of regrets.
The main protagonists turned out to
The affair was sponsored by the California Farm Research and Legislative be the olive grower, Olson, and.
Committee, which—that same morning Knowles. The latter came directly from
—was congratulated by the Assembly the strike scene in the Imperial Valley
for its 20 years of contribution to the where he was twice arrested by the
cause of the state's family-size farmers. Sheriff and was able to travel only beThe ILWU was represented by cause he is free on $8,000 bail.
Francis Fink, a member of Local 11 in - Olson's thesis was that, as an olive
San Jose, who was selected at the last grower, he would like to pay his help
Northern California District Council more but couldn't afford its,that the
meeting on Jan. 28 to represent the _agricultural Workers Organizing Corninittee pulled, strikes when it didn't
Union
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VANCOUVER—At its last regular
meeting,ILWU Local 507 in Vancouver,
• B.C., asked that UN troops be withs ,
,
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drawn from the Congo and that Dag
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. ing forwarded to the UN Secretary
. General, to the Prime Minister of Canthe
of
convention
Delegates to the third annual
Canadian ILWU Canadian Area ILWU are shown here as they met
ada and other officials.
in Vancouver, B.C., February 2 to take note of recent gains and to map the
next steps ahead. ILWU International Vice President J. R. Robertson is ad• JUNEAU—The State Department of dressing the convention (below) while. district officers on stage are listening.
Education reports that 51 per cent of Sharing the platform are (left to right) D. Beatty, vice president; Craig PrifAlaska's 1960 high school graduates chet.:., president; and G. Ford, secretary. International Representative John
• have continued on to college.
Berry is operating the tape recorder.
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represent a majority of the workers
and that the union "couldn't produce
workers who could do the job..
Knowles was able to answer these
,
contentions from his experiences in the
Imperial Valley where the AWOC and
the Packinghouse Workers conducted
their strike struggles jointly and where
growers on struck ranches finally
plowed under their unharvested lettuce.
Knowles declared there was no question but what the union represented the
majority of the domestic workers in
the Imperial Valley and that strike
actions by these workers on various
ranches for a $1.25 wage (they were
getting 85c to 90c) were majority
actions insofar as the domestic workers
on those ranches were concerned,
The discussion brought out the fact
that even a fairly large farm operator
is, indeed, caught in a cost-price
squeeze. Erwin Schrier of Delano, who
described his farm as "a million dollar
operation," said frankly, "Labor is the
cheapest commodity the farmer has.
Labor is the only commodity over which
he has any control of all the things he
buys." Out of the $1,200,000 he•spends
on his farm operation, he said, only
$300,000 goes for wages.
CONSUMER SPOKESMEN •
• It was in discussion of the cost-price
squeeze that the various organized con'sumer spokesmen, mainly representativea of consumer cooperatives, were
able to get in their licks.
• They were represented most eloquently by the main speaker. at the
luncheon, Murray D. Lincoln of Columbus, Ohio, president of the Cooperative
League of the U.S.A. and a farm spokesman of stature, who may have startled
the farmers somewhat. when he said:
"I don't understand why farmers•
have always opposed labor because
labor is only I rying to do what we have
always been trying to do—get more for
our product."
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SAN FRANCISCO—The Council for
Civic Unity of San Francisco, a community organization' working actively
against discrimination in housing, has
praised the ILWU cooperative garden
apartment housing project which will
soon begin construction in the Western
Addition.
Mrs. Paine Knickerbocker, president
of the council, reported at the group's
16th annual meeting January 9 that
the organization has become concerned
with the urban redevelopment program
"because the majority of persons who
are displaced are nonwhite."
She said that the council made recommendations to the Redevelopment
Agency "calling for more moderate cost
apartment units in development areas
and for Special consideration to be
lose (ta e optrs 11 10 will
en to
strive actively for integration."
"We were glad to learn," she added,.
"that some 550 units of coperative
housing will be constructed under- the
sponsorship of the ILWU which has a
reputation for promoting equal opportunity."
ILWU Asks End
Of Student Oaths
SALEM, Ore. — At the request of
ILWU lobbyist Ernest Baker, Representatives Eyemann and Bradley last
week introduced House Joint Memorial
No. 9 aimed at repealing the discriminatory students' loyalty oath.
The oath, authorized by the national
defense act of 1951 and required of all
students applying for federal loans for
educational purposes, is "on a par with
the waterfront screen," Baker said.
• "Why single out students, when
small businessmen and farmers can get
loans without negative oath-strings to
them?" he asked.

Safe Cracker Strikes
NiI)? Office
Ii:717
,0l
Ait

Ore.--Local8 officials
reported for duty February 15 to find
a safe cracker had visited the office0,
in the night and left them a most unwelcome valentine.
More than $900 in cash was missing,
the office door and combination ruined.
A leather briefcase, which apparently
had been taken to stuff the loot into,
was also gone. The losses are covered
by insurance, Local 8 Secretary Fred
Huntsinger said.

Longview Delegate Seated
LONGVIEW, Wash.--Roscoe Davis
of Local 43, the CRDC's newest affiliate, was seated as a delegate at the
council meeting February 12. The local,
chartered last year, covers employes
of the Welch Panel Company.
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An amendment to exclude all priJUNEAU — Racial discrimination in
all areas of Alaskan housing, recrea- vately owned housing was offered by
tion and business . is outlawed in a Representative Donald Harris (R., Mcmeasure adopted by the House of Rep- (irath), but was defeated 27-12 on a roll
resentatives by a 31-8 vote. The vote call vote. Harris said the hill "would
eta across partisan lines shattering the be pointing a gun at the heads of those
21-18 division in favor of the Demo- who have the courage to invest in
crats.
property in the state."
Before final passage the House acIn speaking against this amendment
cepted an amendment which would exRobert- Blodgett (D.,
Representatives
rooms
of
clude from the act the rental
in a private home or a unit in a duplex. Teller) and William M. Erwin (D..
The bill provides penalties for violation Seward) Said that racial discrimination
of a fine up to $500 and imprisonment has steadily increased since the end
up to 30 days.
of World War II particularly in the
Representative John A. Hellenthal Anchorage and Fairbanks areas."
(D., Anchorage), sponsor of the measure, said the Judiciary Committee
agreed to the amendment because it
woi,t1d "avoid any unwanted invasion
of the home."

Coal Export Decl
Boosts Tacoma Port
TACOMA—Tacoma will once again
become a coal export center as the result. of a contract negotiated between
the Mount Rainier Coal Co. and the
Mitsubishi Shoji Icaisha Ltd. of Tokyo.
The four-year contract calls for the
export of 800,000 tons of coking coal
for Japan's steel industry over a fouryear period.
The deal Means the reopening and
modernization of the company's mines
at Wikerson, 25 miles from this city,
which have been idle since 1936. The
Port of Tacoma will construct loading
facilities and -exports are scheduled to
start toward the end of the year. The
deal is part of a program in which
Japan expects to double its steel production during the next ten years.
Vote for D.C. Backed
OLYMPIA—House Joint Resolution
1, urging that residents of the District of Columbia be allowed to vote
in presidential elections, has passed
both houses and has been sent to con".
gress. There was no opposition.

SAN FRANCISCO — Pensioners
from ILWU dock locals here are making a big contribution to the health
test program started February 23 in
the Local 10 building.
Members of a volunteer committee
of the San Francisco Bay Area ILWU
Pensioners will carry on the interviewing for the questionnaire which is part
of the health tests.
Committee members have put in
many hours in training sessions with
the State Health Department, so that
they will be able to explain what information is rfeded on any question a
man isn't sure how to answer.
The pensioners! •participation will
help everyone go through the test program speedily, one hour from start to
finish of the entire series of tests, and
will assure .accuracy because no one
will have to rely on guesswork.
QUESTIONNAIRE IMPORTANT
The questionnaire is important because it ties in with the laboratory
tests to be given. For example, there
are tests.. for heart trouble, and also

Unions for E. 3ctte
Workers Backed
OLYMPIA — House Bill 431 authorizing the state and all its political subdivisions to sign collective
bargaining agreements with labor
unions has been introduced with bipartisan sponsorship. The measure
would also permit such contracts to
make union membership a requirement for employment.
The measure was introduced by
Representatives Avery Garrett (D.,
Renton), Slade Gorton (R., Seattle)
and William McCormick (D.,.
Spokane). The measure was referred
to the Labor Committee of which
Representative Garrett is chairman.

units each an outside, view apartment.
The second-story, glassed-in restaurant
will be circular in shape.
Pier 67, which once housed seven
fish houses and a cannery, i s the
seventh obsolete pier being removed
in the modernization program now, underway. Six others are bag removed
in the Port of Seattle's program for
the construction of two super-ocean
terminals. These and other port projects are:
• Demolition of Piers 44, 45 and 46
to make way for a rectangu'ar superterminal with 160 000 feet of fransilshed space and 450,000 srriare Let
of open paved area for fructc staging
and containerized cargo. When completed this facility will cost some $4
million.
• Removal of Piers 2S', 29 and 30
for +he construction of a 4.510 m:ilion
supei-lerminal with all modern facili-

nation Ftevlinps
Northwest Service
SAN FRANCISCO — Matson Lines
announced February 10 that a revamped cargo ship schedule will be put
into effect between Hawaii and the
Pacific Northwest, which will permit
continuation of the service.
Two of the three freighters presently
in the service will remain on the run,
calling regularly at Seattle, Tacoma
and Portland, R. M. Richardson, vice
president, freight division, said.
Calls at other ports in the Puget
Sound and Columbia River areas and
British Columbia will be omittedin the
new schedule. The two vessels, the Hawaiian Planter and Hawaiian Craftsman, will call at Honolulu each voyage.

Pensioners Help
In Health Tests
questions as to possible signs of heart
disease. Any such warning sign taken
by itself may mean nothing. But laboratory tests and questionnaire combined go into the decision on whether
to refer a man to his doctor.
More than 20 pensioners have joined
the volunteer 'committee, including the
pension group's new officers, President
George Pickering, Vice-President Elmer Richardson, and Secretary-Treasurer George Woolf.
STATE PAYING EXPENSES
The health tests are open to all members of ILWU Locals 10, 34, 75 and 91,
from 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m:,.Monday through Friday, for
the next four weeks, in the Pensioners'
Headquarters at Local 10, 400 North
Point Street, San Francisco.
California's State Health Department is paying.the. expenses.
The tests are designed to discover
signs of a whole series of chronic diseases in the early stages, when treatment is •most effective and disability
can be prevented.

Seattle Waterfront Gets a Face-Lifting

SEATTLE — Seattle's waterfront is
undergoing a multimillion dollar facelifting operation to develop and modernize the port's commercial, recreational, tourist and ferry facilities.
Another of many projects got underwai in February when work began
to replace Pier 67, once a famous fish
dock, with a $1.8 million combination
motel, shoreside restaurant and pleasure boat marina, shown above in
architect's drawing.
The new recreaiional facility is one
of several privately financed waterfront projects which are a sort of
frosting on the $25 million modernization and expansion cake being baked
by the Port of Seattle.
The new motel-restaurant-marina has
317 feet of frontage on Alaska Way,
will extend 527 feet out over the water and will be 180 feet wide at the
outer end. There will be 105 motel
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ties and 10 acres of containerized
cargo storage space.
* Modernization of the Ames Terminal wi;11 the installation of a portable
con7eyor system for small lot cargoes,
construction of a new wharf and purCllase of the port's first shearleg derrick with a 150-ton lift capacity.
Eventually the installation will be developed in a no iher super-terminal.
Cost of the initial improvements is
$1.5 million.
• Spending of $1 million to modernize cargo handling at the Grain
for n 31.
As it now stands the Port of Seattle's four-year-modernization program
calls for the expenditure of $25 million. This does not include the $8 Shitshore Bay Marina which will be completed this year. It will rank among
the world's largest small beat moorages having facilities for 1,600 pleasure and fishing craft.

These are widespread diseases,
which cause much hardship and suffering. Prompt treatment is the best
way to avoid the hardship. The health
program in the Longshore Building
tests for signs of heart and lung disease, high blood, pressure, anemia, diabetes, syphilis, glaucoma, which is an
eye disease, and kidney disease.

ILA Health Chief
To Observe at Tests
SAN FRANCISCO—A distinguished
visitor planning to observe the opening
of the ILWU dock workers' multiphasic
health tests here is Dr. Charles W.Pemberton, director of medical services for
International Longshoremen's Association Local 872 in Houston, Texas.
Dr. Pemberton wrote ILWU Regional
Director William Chester last week that
he had told a Local 872 membership
meeting of Chester's invitation to attend, and "the vote was solid that the
Local send me to observe this very outstanding piece of public health in its
beginning steps."

SCDC Maps
Close Watch
On Legislation
LOS ANGELES --The Southern
California District Council of ILWU
mapped a busy legislative program and
elected its 1961 officers by acclamation
at its February 10 meeting.
The officers are William S. Lawrence,
president; Louis Stang°, vice-president; Thomas Chapman, secretarytreasurer. Lawrence and Stango are
both members of Local 13. Chapman is
a member of Local 26.
The council voted to send Nate DiBiasi of Local 13 to Sacramento as its
legislative representative for the
months of March-June.
DiBiasi will be charged with getting
out a weekly bulletin to all delegates
and locals concerning pending legislation. He will work closely with the
Northern California Council legislative
representative, Mike Johnson. Funds
have been voted in Southern California
to support this activity.
The council aims to mobilize Southern California ILWU members for the
legislative battles currently shaping up
in Sacramento.

Josephine County
Gets Surplus Food
GRANTS PASS, Ore. — Josephine
County will be the first area in Oregon
to join the federal surplus food distribution program, authorities here said.
Some 3,000 persons from 1,000 families will receive the food, it is estimated. The initial food package will
consist of 32 pounds per person, made
up of flour, rice, butter, corn meal,
beans, peanut butter and canned pork
and gravy. Cost of the distribution will
be about 10 per cent of the food value,
reporters were told.
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Below appears a slightly abridgeel report
on Hungary by three IL WI] delegates who
tISO) rislted Israel, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia.
The delegates were Sidney London of Local
26, Los Angeles, chairman; James Forkan of
Local 40,Portland; and Joseph Kawamura of
Local 142, Honolulu. Complete reports by
the ILFVU overseas delegations will be presented to the forthcoming international convention in Hawaii,
E ARRIVED in Budapest on August 6, 1960,
and were met at the airport by representatives
of the Hungarian Transport Workers Union. After
depositing our luggage in our hotel, we were driven
to the headquarters of the union and welcomed by the
.president and general secretary as well as several
local leaders of the union.
Sitting around a table decked with fresh fruit,
cookies and wine, we exchanged greetings and discussed the purpose of our visit. Alodor Foldvari, secretary general of the union told us that we were the
first trade union delegation from the US in many
years, and the membership as well as the leadership
were very pleased that American unionists were visiting their,country. They hoped that this would be the
beginning of many such exchanges.
In order to provide some background for our questions about life in Hungary, brother Foldvari gave us
a brief history of modern Hungary. He pointed out
that until 1945, Hungary was a semi-feudal, Underdeveloped nation. This was the result of conquest by
the Turks and the Hapsburgs, and the devastation of
two World Wars. Hungary had the dubious distinction
of being the first nation to embark on the path of
fascism under the dictatorship of Admiral Horthy.
It followed, therefore, that Hungary was allied
with the Axis in World War II. During this period, the
Nazis robbed the country of its food reserves, dismantled its machinery and stripped the nation of its
natural wealth. In retreat, the Nazi armies blew up
bridges, Allied -bombs wreaked vast destruction, and
the country became a battleground between the Soviet
and German armies. The country was left prostrate
by the war.
After liberation in 1945, land was divided among
the peasants. This included many landless peasants
, who had been forced off the land by the policies of the
Horthy regime and were given occasional Work for
subsistence pay. After the war, food was supplied by
the Soviet Union, bridges were rebuilt and some factories restored.
In the elections of 1948 the Communists together
with the Socialists and left wing of the Small Landholders Party received a majority of the votes cast
and formed a new government. Inflation was halted,
currency stabilized and enough food produced to begin gradually raising the standard of living. Many
union leaders at that time were Communists and they
supported the steps by the government in the direction of socialism.

W

Trade Union Leader
Tells About 1956 Revolt
COLDVARI expressed the opinion that although
things were much better now than they were several years ago, that the external danger of fascism
still existed (from West Germany). He also told us
that we would probably meet people who were opposed to socialism, but he thought that many of these
people would change their political views as life grew
better for everybody.
In response to our questions about the occurrences

in 1956, he stated that the government had made mistakes in promoting a program of too rapid industrialization which caused much belt-tightening among
workers. Living standards remained at the 1938 level,
and there was dissatisfaction with many methods employed to achieve the development of heavy industry.
"The students' demonstration of October 23, 1956,
was well-meaning and honest in its demands, but
armed counter-revolutionaries began shooting Austrian fascists who had infiltrated the country in
preparation of a well-organized revolt."
Foldvari placed major responsibility for the situation on Imre Nagy,-former premier and Communist
party leader for plotting with reactionary elements to
overthrow the government and restore capitalist rule.
He claimed that Nagy refused' to act firmly against
the counter-revolutionaries, and in the meantime Corn-

aspects of life in Hungary today and was reluctill
speak freely on all subjects.
On the other hand, we met workers on the job
who told us that they were satisfied that things were
going very well. One such worker whom we met at a
ship repair yard, spoke English. He told us thillie
had emigrated to Canada during the depressionWel
had worked there as a railroad car repairman for 12
years. In 1948 he decided to return to his homeland,
after saving enough for the expense of the trip. He
said that he is now living as well, if not better, than.
he did in Canada, and he confidently expects conditions to improve because the system of life is such,
that the greater his production the more he will receive. He has a two room home, commutes to work by
train and earns 1700 florints per month. He also told
us he is a Communist Party member.

elegates hear different reasons
given for revolt of 1956, study
union operations, work conditions,
social welfare and recreation

munists, union leaders, pension leaders and others
associated with. policies of the Communist-led government were being shot on sight by roving bands of
fascist-led elements.
In reply to several other questions at another time
on the same subject, we were told that many workers
merely stayed home during this period, not taking one
side or another. Some workers joined the revolt, but
most workers stayed on the sidelines. The'Hungarian
Peoples' army was ineffective because "some of its key
leaders were part of the plot to overthrow the government and refused to give correct orders to their
troops." The Communist Party itself was split On top
and immobilized in the ranks.
"It is true that not everything was good in those
days,. but still it was much better than life under the
fascist regime of Horthy," we were told.
On several other occasions, our delegation discussed
the events of 1956 with other individuals whom we
met. Their views varied as to the responsibility of
people like Nagy (who was executed in 1958 after a
public trial). But they all agreed that the revolt was
made possible by the conditions imposed under the
regime Of Rakosi.
According to statements made to us by a variety
of individuals during our travels in Hungary, life has
improved a great deal since 1956. The standard of
living is higher, large-scale housing projects are being
built, more clothing is available and food is plentiful.
On one occasion, a taxi driver was openly hostile
towards the present regime, and told us he was not
afraid to speak that way even though he hardly knew
us. On another occasion, another individual doing a
responsible non-political job, was critical of certain

On a cruise up The Danube River the 11..WU detegates .cliscusseci transportation and labor-management
problems with representatives of the Hungarian Navigation Company. Left to right are Sidney London of
Local 26, Los Angeles; James Forkan of Local 40, Portland; and Joseph Kawamura of Local 142, Honolulu.

Another worker standing nearby told us (through
an interpreter) that he was not a Communist, but
that he was in full agreement with the policies being
pursued in the country at this time.
What about the life of a worker in Hungary today?
It is not easy, but he lives better than he did ten years
ago. Unemployment is non-existent. In fact, there is
a shortage of labor in various fields, and newspapers
carry want-ads covering full pages of daily newspapers: Rent is controlled by the state except in new
housing developments which have an allowance for
building costs. Food, housing, utilities, transportation
and entertainment are fairly cheap. Hard goods, some
items of clothing such as shoes are fairly expensive.
Almost everybody has a radio, but only recently have.
some people been able to buy their own television sets.
Many workers watch television in the workers' recreational centers that exist in every community. We
visited several department stores and saw TV sets for
sale in all of them.

Transport Union Has
Rest Homes, Resorts
I NASMUCH as we were the guests of the Transport
Workers Union, we thought it might be a good
idea to find out something about it, such as membership, jurisdiction, strength, etc.
The union covers all river and sea-going ships,
longshoremen, ship repair yards, navigation, on all
bodies of water within the country, civil aviation, city
buses and street cars, trucks under the ministry of
transport, taxis and the foreign tourist agency. Its
membership is 104,000 or 91 percent of all eligible
workers. Union membership is voluntary.
Because the activities of this union were widespread, we always discovered a direct connection between the rest homes, cultural centers, sport stadium,
and many enterprises we visited and the Transport
Workers Union.
On August 7, we drove to a town some 40 miles
north of Budapest, called Djongdoss where we were
greeted by trade union representatives and shown the
Workers' Club built by volunteer labor. In the short
time were were there, we were fed, toasted and asked
many questions about our union and about the life of
workers in the US. The question we heard the most
(and this was our experience during our entire stay in
Hungary) was one dealing with peace. They w1
to know what was being done by the American Wkers to guarantee that war would forever be abolished.
We told them a little about the record and history
of the ILWU over the years in its campaign to insure
peace and expressed our hopes that people everywhere
would raise their voices and let themselves be kilk-cl
on this question of life or death for mankind. Wy
told us about their history and the fight of one 83year-old veteran, in particular, to keep the union alive
during all the years of the Horthy regime and even
during the war years. In parting they sent warm
greetings lor peace and friendship to the members of
ILWU.
From there we drove to a big hotel run by the Hungarian trade unions in the hills of Goyetotoe. This was
a vacation resort with all kinds of sport and recreational facilities and clean, tastefully furnished rooms
at very low prices to union members. We were shown
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the g
ds and the various parts of the building
which loused nurseries for small children, a medical
clinic and a dentist's ofice. We managed to speak to
a group of vacationers who were sitting in one of the
recreation rooms playing cards. We found them to
be troport workers in various fields who were
spent
two weeks vacation at this resort.

A Visit to Free Port
Of Budapest on Danube
N AUGUST 8 we visited the Free Port of Budapest and were greeted by a committee of workers and local union officers headed by Joseph Buyaki,
secretary to the local union. The Port is located on the
Danube river in a section known as Csepel island, a
few kilometers from Budapest. It is accessible by
railway and public roads and is the center of trade
communication in Hungary. The port was built in
1920 and accommodates river and small sea-going
vessels. Of the 750 workers employed in the port, 736
are members of the union.
In addition to the secretary, who is a full time
officer, a Workers *Committee of 42 is elected biannually by the various departments. They serve as
liaison men between the departments and the next
higher level of union leadership. If a member of this
committee should be promoted to brigade leader, a
special election is held to fill the vacancy.
A brigade leader performs functions similar to
that of a foreman or gang boss. A worker qualifies
by his efficiency and ability to get along with other
workers. He is appointed by management and is responsible for the proper performance of the work and
for the maintenance of safety conditions on the job.
Brigade leaders and union representatives work
closely together and attempt to settle all grievances.
Unsettled grievances go to the secretary of the union.
The enterprise belongs to the state which appoints
a director and two deputies through the Ministry of
Transport. Periodic production meetings are called by
management arid attended by all of the workers in a
department and the union committee. A report is
made on the results of the work for a given period.
During the week preceding our visit such meetings
Were held in the port and a new five-year production
plan was announced, scheduled to begin in 1961.
Workers were asked to voice criticism, suggestions,
etc. Suggestions having merit are considered by management and the union and put into practice. As an
- example, at the meetings held to discuss the new
five-year plan, it was reported that 1,000 florints surplus remained in the fund for work gloves. It was
therefore suggested and decided that the funds should
be used for more frequent replacement of gloves.
As a part of the coming five-year plan, the port
Workers hope to achieve a six-hour day. They now
Work eight hours a day, six days a week. The port
Works three shifts a day and the men are rotated
every two or three weeks. Excluded from rotation are
certain specialists who work days only.

O

Complex Wage Rate
Schedule Explained
ATER, THE same day, we visited a ship repair
yard which began operations in 1914 and has
recently expanded its activities to include new ship
construction. This yard employs 1,000 workers and
the plant management as well as the union leadership
are mostly young people. Here, too, all work is being
performed under a national five-year plan which has
already been overfulfilled by the workers in this enterprise, because, as it-was told to us, the workers are
determined to acquire more modern machinery and
install labor-saving devices.
All plans coming down to the ship level must in
turn be finally approved by the National Planning
Department. Although most workers work 48 hours
a week, those performing hazardous or very uncomfortable work, labor 42 hours a week. Overtime is an
exception rather than the rule. However, should overtime be required beyond the eight-hour day, the
Worker receives 25 percent premium pay for the first
two hours, 50 percent for the next two hours, and 100
Percent for any hours worked over that.
There are seventeen departments in this enterPrise, and therefore seventeen such committees. There
has been no general across-the-board wage increase
since 1" 7. Only the national government has the
ecide this.
Power
It is therefore possible for two workers doing the
same work to receive different rates of pay. We were
told, in answer to a question, that usually no aniMosity is present in such a situation, because the one
receivip0- the lower rate of pay understands that the
bigheillid worker is a better worker, or has more
Senioritj or has had special training.

L

Mechanization Discussed
With Navigation Officials
N AUGUST 9 and 10 we spent time in the Lake
Balaton area. We visited the city of Stalinvorosh
for a few hours. (Vorosh is the Hungarian word for
City.) This city was started ten years ago in an area
that contained one small village consisting of a few
hundred people. It has just celebrated its tenth anniVersary and is considered the model city in Hungary.
Vrt,

ILVVU delegates visited the Free Port of Budapest, a major trade center for Hungary located on the
Danube River.
It has heavy industry, is well planned with wide
streets and modern apartment housing and a number
of hotels, theaters and workers' clubs. Population is
about 38,000 and the people who live there are mainly
those who helped to build the city from the ground up.
On August 11 we were invited to visit the building
of the Hungarian Navigation Company. We were met
there by representatives of the company and union
representatives. After exchange of greetings, we
plunged into a discussion on mechanization. In response to our questions, we were informed that widespread ,discussion is taking place right now on the
problems of containerization and mechanization, particularly with regard to loading and unloading. Some
river ports are well equipped, others are not. The goal
is to mechanize everything by 1963. Plans call for
floating cranes, conveyors from ship to dock and bulk
loaders for bulk cargo. As for containers, a survey is
now being conducted: as to a practical Size both for
ship and rail. A mutual committee representing various socialist countries is planning to discuss the entire
matter of automation and make recommendations for
its utilization between the states involved.
When we'asked '.'What happens to a worker who
is replaced by a Machine?", we were told that there is
such a shortage of labor in the country that the worker will be given another job elsewhere at the same or •
better pay.
At the Hungarian Navigation company, the union
office is located in the same building. There are three
full time officers elected by the membership and paid
by the union.
Following our visit to the navigation company
building we were invited to be their guests on a cruise
up the Danube River. During our short'voyage on
the Danube we discussed the role of the Workers'
Councils that exist in many industries but not as a
rule in most of transport.
. In industries where such bodies exist, they are
elected every two years. Duties of the councils include
examination of production plans, bonuses, work clothing allowances, and consultation with the director of
the given enterprise over any proposed change of
plans. The union committee in each plant helps the
Workers' Council carry out the over-ail plan. The
union also has the responsibility of administering
large sections of the social security program.
Asked if workers have the right to strike, we were
told that they did, but it didn't make sense from their
point of view inasmuch as they had a voice in the
division of the profits at the end of the fiscal year.
Less work means less income at the end of the year.
An organized program,of education is one of the
main jobs of the unions. We were conducted through
one of the school buildings run by the Transport
Workers Union. Part of this building is the Szot Hotel
where our delegation was housed during our stay in
Budapest. There are two types of courses given at
this school, one lower level course lasting five months
and one higher level course. lasting two years. Students attending the five-month course are elected by
the workers in their enterprises. These students are on
a full daily schedule and receive full pay while-attending school. Their wages are paid from union funds.
One percent of all union fundS are allocated for this
purpose.
According to charts and figures which.NYe examined
in the headquarters, of the Transport Workers Union,
85 per cent Of the entire population of Hungary is covered by social insurance. Workers contribute three per
cent of their earnings toward retirement pensions. This
covers part of the pension costs, the balance for this
and all other benefits comes from funds allocated federally .by law. Sick leave is payable from the first day
of illness up to one year. All medical care is free for
covered workers,and their families, the sick worker
is exempt from income taxes during periods of prolonged illness and he receives from 65 to 75 per cent
of his basic wage depending on his seniority or length
of service in a given enterprise.

Adequate Housing
Still a Serious Problem
, 1,4,DEQUATE housing is still a serious

problem in
this country, as it is in many countries throughout Europe. We saw much new apartment housing
going up, especially in and around Budapest. Most of
these apartments were of the two-room type with
kitchen, bath and entrance hall. We visited the apartment of Bela Ujveri and his family. Brother Ujveri
was assigned by the Transport Workers Union to be
our host during our stay and he really extended himself to make our stay as comfortable as possible, in
addition to working out our schedule of meetings and
visits to various industrial enterprises. His flat was
modestly but adequately furnished, including a refrigerator, washing machine, television and a dining
room set.
When we were visiting the Free Port of Budapest,
we were invited into the two-room house of one of
the workers named Somoni. He is 51 years old and
expects to retire in four years at the age of 55. As a
dock worker he is entitled to the lower retirement
age. He showed us his diploma from a technical training school as well as medals he had received for
excellent work performance. Each medal also meant
an additional cash bonus for him. His house, located
within walking distance of the port, had a garden of
flowers and a vegetable patch on the outside. Inside,
there was a bedroom, living room, kitchen and small
storage room. His wife is employed in a local laundry.
In response to one of our questions, we were informed that it is hoped to solve the housing problem
in Hungary , by 1975 with the construction of one
million new housing units.

Delegates Slim Up
Their Impressions
E WERE told that there is never any resistance
by workers to mechanization, because under a
socialist economy, life is made easier for the worker
and unemployment is no problem. We were told of the
many workers who helped build factories and plants
in the .planned city of Stalinvorosh, and then found
jobs in the very factories they built.
Unlike the Yugoslav economy, economic planning
in Hungary is highly centralized, with the national
government exercising control over the important industries with regard to planned production and distribution. When we asked what would happen if a
particular factory did not fulfill its quota of a particular product considered important by the national
planning commission, we were- given the example of
the refrigerator industry. In 1958 there was a shortage of refrigerators. The federal government took
special steps in the form of subsidies for the opening
of new plants and thus helped guarantee the increased •
production of refrigerators. Now that- this problem
has been solved, furniture is in, short supply because
of a shortage of skilled furniture workers. Generally
speaking, although national emphasis is still on the
further development of heavy industry, other industries producing consumer goods are steadily increasing
production.
Our delegation was received with great cordiality
and hospitality wherever we went. Every courtesy was
extended to us and the number of places and enterprises visited was limited only by our own physical
endurance. Our union will be invited to send a delegation of observers to the congress of the International Federation of Port, Fishing and Transportation
Workers in 1961.,Everywhere we went we were told
that the Hungarian people have gone through enough
wars and devastation to last them forever. They want
and need peace to develop their land and seek the
friendship of people everywhere. In reply to a suggestion that they send similar groups of workers delegations to visit our country, they said that they would
be most happy to do.so as soon as the US State Department lifted the ban on travel from Hungary to
the US.
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Billto Retrain Automation
Victims Cans in Sacramento
SACRAMENTO — California workers made jobless by "the widespread
effects of automation and relocation in
our economy" are, in all likelihood, going to be able to draw unemployment
insurance while they take training in a
new skill.
• Indications are the current session
of the state Legislature will approve- a
bill requested by Governor Edmund G.
Brown and supported by the ILWU
that would make such a retaining
program possible.
The bill (SB 20), introduced by Sen.
Randolph Collier (D., Yreka), was reported out of the Senate Committee on
Insurance and Financial Institutions on
February 15 and was in motion in the
legislative process as this edition of
The Dispatcher went to press.
- "Experience has shown," says the
bill, "that the ability of a large number of the population of California to
compete for jobs in the labor market
is impaired by advancement in technological improvements and the widespread effects of automation and relocation in our economy."
The bill, if adopted, would make it
the policy of the state "to assist such
individuals by providing unemployment compensation or extended duration . benefits during a period of retraining to fit them for new jobs and
thus avoid their being forced to remain
in a job classification where work opportunities no longer exist or are diminishing."
Extended duration benefits refer to.
the .13 additional weeks of unempio:v'inent insurance benefits that will be
made availa4)le shortly to 55,000 California workers who have exhausted

ILWU Backs
EC Mass
Jobs Lobby
VANCOUVER, B. C. — The ILWU
has endorsed a mass lobby of unemployed to Victoria, the provincial capital.
With the full support of the B. C.
Federation of Labor, the BC Union of
Unemployed has set March 6 for the
mass lobby. It is expected that at least
1,000 unemployed will take part.
clricial statistics put BC unemployed at '7'7,000, 1.3.3 per cent of the
Woor force of 5'39,000. The figures, released by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, are for mid-January.
The government estimates unemployment in Canada as a whole at 693,000, 10.8 per cent- of. the labor force.
Latsar estimates put unemployment
considerably higher on the ground that
government statistics exclude several
groups of workers as well as farmers
and small businessmen.

Churches Ask Aid
For Farm Laborers
TACOMA—Support for legislation to
aid migratory farm workers is urged
on the Tacoma Central Labor Council
in a communication from the National
Council of Churches in Christ.
The letter asked the unions for
"more vigorous efforts in behalf of federal and state legislation to extend
federal minimum wages, to improve
housing facilities, health, • education
and welfare services and transportation
safeguards for migratory farm work-

e

their regular benefits. Effective date
of the extended program will be April
1 for certain and may be March 1 if
emergency action being considered by
the Legislature is completed in time.
The Collier bill on re-training would
give .Director of Employment Irving
Perluss considerable powers for approval or disapproval of both individuals seeking to take training programs
and the programs themselves.
•
The ILWU is also seeking emphasis
on retaining in the workmen's compensation program, particularly for
partially disabled workers who can no
longer pursue their former trade.
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SACRAMENTO—A resolution has
been introduced in the California Assembly congratulating the ILWU and
the Pacific Maritime Association for
consummation of their special agreement on mechanization and modernization.
The resolution, known as House
Resolution 109, was pending as the
current issue of The Dispatcher went
to press.,It was introduced on Feb. 16
by 13 Assemblymen, including the entire San Francisco delegation in the
lower house.
The signers: Assemblymen John

tA

O'Connell (D., SF), Phillip Burton.
(D., SF), John Busterud (R., SF),
Milton Marks (R., SF), Edward M.
Gaffeney (D., SF), Edward Elliott
(D., LA), Augustus F. Hawkins (D.,
LA), John Knox (D., Richmond).
Charles Meyers (D., SF), Citrley
Porter (D., Compton), Byron Rumford (D., Berkeley), Vincent Thomas
(D., San Pedro) and Jerome Waldie
(D., Antioch).
The resolution declares the parties
to the agreement have "gone far
toward the solution of one of the most
pressing problems of a difficult era."

California egisla.ture .Fin lly Starts
...crering on Extendinglin't Is meats
e

SACRAMENTO—A legislator's ad- the bill in committee for one more
monition to jobless California workers week, but his remark proved his unto "tighten their belts" has kicked back doing if he had any hopes of bottling
with an explosion that has broken the the measure up permanently.
BROWN SPEAKS UP
logjam holding up unemployment reNewspaper reporters develop an ear
lief legislation here.
The legislator who made the remark for phrases and that belt-tightening bit
lead
was Senator Donald L. Grunsky (R., was -just what they needed for a
Watsonville). He has indicated he , on their stories since the Senate Committee on Insurance and Financial Inwished he never said it..
memAs a result of .the furor that fol- stitutions, of which Grunsky is a
they
lowed California workers who have ex- ber, was sitting on the bill and
to
report.
no
action
had
insurance
ment
hausted their unemploy
Governor Brown, who has been pushbenefits now stand a good chance of
becoming eligible for 13 additional ing SB 133 as a part of a program to
combat unemployment, declared the
weeks of benefits as of March 1.
musky remark showed "a shocking
There are 50,000 workers in this
category, about 10 percent of the half lack of appreciation of the problems
of the unemployed of this state."
million- who are jobles in the state.
The Governor thought Grunsky's
BELATED BEGINNING
proposal to wait for federal action conIndeed, the jobless pay bill started
the
belatedly on its way through the legis- stituted "a callous disregard for
lative process just as Governor Ed- facts of the situation."
Brown added, "When people have
mund G. Brown received a report that
been out of work 26 weeks and exCalifornia's unemployment by the -end
of January had soared to 517,000or hausted their unemployment insurance
they can't tight en their belts very much
8 percent of the labor force.
more . . . Action now, not later, is the
H..
State Welfare Director John
Wedemeyer told the Governor an in- key to effective help."
- GOLDBERG CRITICAL
tensive study of 13 counties made by
In Washingon the Grunsky quip did
his department showed that in some
areas joblessness is "the worst since not go unnoticed by the federal government.
the depression of the 1930's."
Secretary of Labor J. Arthur GoldWedemeyer said, "There is currently
little testimony that people are starv- berg sent a wire to the San Francisco
ing, although there are indications of office of the Labor Department saying:
"That kind of do-nothing attitude
some malnutrition.". He expressed the
fear "substantial long-term malnutri- will not relieve the distress of the untion" may develop if there is not "either employed and their families, nor the
an economic'upturn or the development economic slide being suffered by the
business community and the rest of the
of other resources."
The Welfare Director said, "Much country."
The remark also proved an aid to all
of the unemployment is among young;
people with families, particularly per- of the labor representatives here, in- ons below the age of 25. Many reports cluding Michael Johnson of the ILWU,
s
who have been prowling the corridors
stress the substantial numbers from
minority groups—Negroes and Mexi- for weeks doing what they could to
get the extended benefits bill pried
can-Americans.
loose.
GRUNSKY GOOFS
The bill was introduced back on
"There are a number of reports of
G. Shaw
increased shut-off of utilities, refinanc- January 11 by San.,Stanford
immediate
the'
won
and
(D-Ontario)
of
on
repossessi
and
ing of contracts
as a firstcars and furniture, and a few instances' backing of the Governor
unemployment:
state's
the
toward
step
es."
of foreclosur
This is the setting in which Sen. problem.
STRATEGY OF DELAY. •
Grunsky made his remark about beltthe Legislature acted with diss
Had
hearing
a
in
it
made
tightening. He
extended benefits might have
the
patch
(SB
here on February 8 on the bill
available by February 1.
made
been
benefits.
extended.
provide
133) to
of the employers, as
tactic
the
But
as
line
same
Grunsky was taking the
by their spokesman,
the employers—that the state could admitted freely
to fight a delaying
was
Davis,
Roger
Kenthe
for
waiting
save money by
a federal bill. The
for
wait
and
action
nedy administration to act in the field
delay would save
week's
ch
reason--ea
benefits.
of extended
Insurance
yment
Unemplo
state'
the
runG
do,"
All the people have to
sky said, "is tighten their belts- a little Fund $2 million.
Since the fund is supported entirely
bit and have the federal government
by, employers and since its outgo is
pick up the tab."
than its income
Grunsky was successful in keeping currently far greater
•

P n ear in
Long Breacilinar. "ri
.11.

PORTLAND, Ore. — The lines of
hungry, jobless then around Blanchette
House, Catholic soup kitchen at 340
N.W. Glisan, are almoSt four blocks
long, as the unemployed wait in the
• rain and sleet for a bowl of soup.
• Fred Bartlett, member of the Columbia River Pensioners' Association, described the situation of single men in
the metropolitan area who. "can't .get
work" as "desperate."

;,
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He said Local 8 old-timers often stop
off, on their way to the Longshore
Hall, to pass out cigarettes. Many of
the men are without lodging, Bartlett
stated.
Lack of funds forced the Multnomah
County Public. Welfare Commission
some time ago to cut all "single, employable men" off relief roles. The rule
must be enforced "whether there is
work or-not," a commission spokesman

(due to years of tax privileges enjoyed
by employers), the employers are anxious to preserve every penny in it they
can since they know a day of reckoning is at hand when they are going to
have to pay more taxes.
The employers knew the 13 weeks
of additional benefits would become
available automatically on April 1 under terms of the Miller-Collier Act, a
bill the ILWU helped' put through in
1959, .
That law calls for a quarterly check
on the employment level and makes the
13 weeks available when the level is
above 6 percent. The level just missed
6. percent on January 1, and everyone
knew it would be above that on April 1.
What the Shaw bill will do, if it
reaches Gov. Brown's desk before
March 1, will be to move the program
up one month.
The bill was blasted out of committee finally on February 15, one week
to the day after Grunsky's remark.
LABOR PRESSURE SEEN
Tom Harris, social insurance analyst
for the Teamsters, who worked hard
to get the bill out of committee, said,
"It's a small thing, a very small thing."
He mentioned his difficulty in getting some legislators to actually comprehend that people in the state are
hungry and that the extended benefits
are not something to be used for luxuries.
Labor pressnre played an important
part in getting the bill moving. At the
Feb. 15 hearing Don Vial, research
director for the California Labor Federation, testified for the bill, declaring, "It's been clearly established the
urgency for action in California is upon
us."

Drown Calls
State Meet
On 'lc-cession

SACRAMENTO --Governor Edmund
G. Brown's response to latest unemployment figures showing more than a
half million jobless -in the state has
been to, call a statewide conference on
means of fighting the current recession.
The conference, first such statewide
meeting to be called, on the unemployment problem since former Governor
Earl Warren called one in 1949,
scheduled for Monday, March 13. e'
Brown says he will invite 100 leaders
in the fields of business, labor and government to come here and plan remedial
action.
'
"The California situation," the Go,
ernor said, "is not good. Compared
West Virginia, Pennyslvania and some'
told The Dispatcher.
states our state looks relatively
other
Miles Rinker, volunteer worker in all right.
the Blanchette House office, estimated
"But it is. a very serious situation.
the Catholic center is feeding between
no use kidding ourselves. We're
There's
Cripples
daily.
men
.14,000 and 15,000
recession. We have the highin
a
real
and the infirm are fed first; then the
est number of unemployed in more than
"because
line
in
wait
must
who
others,
a decade."
there are so many of them."
Brown said Labor Secretary Arthur
The fare consists of stew or soup,
will be asked to attend the
Goldberg
no
is
Coffee
milk.
skim
doughnutsand
longer served because of the high cost. conference.
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LONGVIEW, Wash.—In an all-day
incoln's birthday session, CRDp delegates.L---many of them newly elected—.
attempted to come to grips with hunger and job problems affecting thousands of workers in the Northwest
including some ILWU members in several hardship ports.
The discussion was apparently
touched off by comments of ILWU
International Representative James S.
Fantz on the welfare crisis in Oregon
and by the demand of a new Portland
delegate, Eddy Jones, that "we face up
to the fact we are not entering a period
of depression—we are in one.
Fantz described a hearing he attended in Salem on charges revolving
around the Oregon Public Welfare
commission. The chamber was jammed,
and he was unable to get in, although
30 minutes early.
LABOR WARNED
He was concerned, he said, because
labor seemed to be taking a hands-off
attitude on the welfare question. The
unions have a "very real stake in seeing the needs of hungry and jobless
people are met," he declared.
Referring to another hearing he attended, on labor's 1.25 per hour minimum wage bill, he said testimony
there brought out some people in Oregon are working for as little as 35
cents an hour.
"When a man does that," he said,
"he is trying to put groceries into his
stomach."
Labor, he declared, "hasn't worried
enough about this angle." He also
warned that if we "aren't careful" the
charges and countercharges between
the Governor and the welfare commission "will wind up in an economy move

*

Governor for
Hiking Alaska
Jobless Pay
JUNEAU—An increase in unemployment compensation payments from $45
to $50 a week was urged by Governor
William A. Egan in his "State of the
State" message to a joint session of the
1961 legislature.
In addition to increasing the maximum weekly payments the legislature
was asked to increase the maximum
duration of benefits from 26 to 28 weeks
—and that coverage be extended to include state employes.
UNEMPLOYMENT. RISES
Although the governor cited no figures in his message, on the same day he
spoke State Labor Commissioner B. G.
Johnson released figures -showing that
Alaska's unemployment rate has hit
18.7 per cent of the 31,209 workers
covered by the program.
An increase in jobless benefits is a
key point on labor's program for this
session and the governor's request was
praised by Henry Hedberg, legislature
representative for the State Federation
of Labor. However he sounded a note
of warning.
"I must caution the people of Alaska
that there is a long trail between the
governor's speech and his signature on
a bill which Il'ould make his program
possible, especially in a conservatively
controlled Senate and an unknown
House of Representatives."
BUDGET BOOSTED
Hedberg pointed out that unemploy'nent has reached a record high being
some three per cent over the same
period a year ago.
Governor Egan also called fora general increase in starting pay for teachers ranging from three to 12 per cent.
The governor's budget for the next
fiscal year calls for an increase of $3.7
million. Of the increase $1,340,415 is in
additional funds for the Department of
Health and Welfare and virtually all
the remainder is for schools.
To raise the additional funds the
governor asked that the state personal
income tax be increased from 14 to •16
per cent of the federal income tax.
Corporate income taxes would remain
at 18 per cent of the federal taxes paid.
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that will leave nothing for the destitute.'
Ernest Baker and Johnny Parks,
CRDC and Local 8 legislative representatives at Salem, indicated the labor
lobby might step into the welfare fracas if it appeared the needs of the people "were going to be damaged."'
Part of the discussion followed the
report of the Puget Sound council's
representative in Olympia, Edson Stallcop.
CHINA TRADE URGED
All "cost items" on labor's agenda at
Olympia are "running into tough sledding," he said. He urged that legislative committees be set up in every local,
and stressed the .need for a "closer alliance" between the Puget Sound and.
CRDC councils, He has been instructed
to attend all CRDC meetings, when
they are held in Longview, he told the
delegates.
.
He.suggested trade with China and
Cuba as one means of, creating jobs,
and pointed to "what happened to.
Sperry in Tacoma" when the US State
Department cut off trade with Castro.
The delegates instructed Baker to
take the question of China, trade up
with the Oregon legislature. The state
senate two years ago passed a legislative memorial on the subject, but the
session adjourned before it cleared the
House.
Fantz emphasized the need for thinking in terms of "shorter hours, instead
of higher wages."
Parks said that because of the "enormous tax bite," you have to work
seven days a week now "in order to live
life on the installment plan."
Jones charged the jobless Situation
in Oregon had reached "the danger
point." He urged that letters- be directed to the Secretary of Labor and
to others . . the dock improvement
plan, he said, ."should go into high
gear."
• The weary delegates instructed their
lobbyists at Salem and Olympia to
plug for memorials pressing Congress
for legislation to "shorten the work
week, raise wages, raise the living
standards . of foreign workers; and
create more world trade."

Local 99 Backs
Governor's Plan
SELDOVIA, Alaska — Support for
Gov. William Egan's proposal to increase unemployment compensation
payments has been voted by ILWU Local 99. The governor has asked the
legislature to . increase maximum
weekly benefits from $45 to $50 and
extend coverage from 26 to 28 weeks.
Secretary William H. Smith said the
local has also endorsed these legislative
proposals: (1) The broad anti-discrimination bill which has passed the House
and is now before the Senate (2) the
measure to protect native arts and
crafts and (3) House Bill 86 proposing
the creation of an Alaska Labor Relations Board.

These ladies of Auxiliaries 7, 16 and 17 of Stockton, San Francisco and Oakland are currently
sparking an organizing drive with the help of the ILWU Organizing Department
and the Federated Auxiliaries. They are, left to right, Mrs. Blair Trammell,
Auxiliary 16, Mrs. Anthony A. Whitney, Auxiliary 7, Mary Sylvester Daniels,
Auxiliary 17, and Mrs. James Shuffler, Auxiliary 7. Mrs. Whitney, a vice president of the Federated Auxiliaries, is chairman of the group. With the help of
volunteers, of which they welcome more, wives and other eligible women are
being personally called upon and urged to join in the many activities of the
organization, or to join even if they haven't time to be active. The camreion
includes pamphlets mailed to eligible women. ILWU First Vice Presideni J. R.
Robertson is advisor to the committee.
VCIniri"V1
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Pornand Elects 1967
CROC Represc-3,ntafives
PORTLAND — Auxiliary 5 has
elected the following delegates . to the
Columbia River Distriet Council for
1961: Mrs. Elmer Phillips, Mrs. Raymond Utting, Mrs. Charles polette. Alternates are Mrs. Jack Schmidt, Mrs.
Harold Roller and Mrs. William Griffiths.

CRDC Meeing Asks
Action on UETernployed
LONGVIEW, Wash. — Delegates to
the Columbia River District Council
of Auxiliaries meeting here on February 12 emphasized the serious unemployment situation in Oregon.
The delegates voted to urge the Assembly Rules Committee to act
promptly to approve Senate Joint Resolution 9 in enabling Oregon to take advantage of the surplus of food plan.
The group also called on Oregon
Congressmen to extend emergency legislation for continuance of unemployment compensation for at least another
13 weeks for those who have exhausted

their unemployment claims. Another
resolution attacked Senate . Bill 206
Oregon's Little Landrum-Griffin law..
Delegates from Auxiliary 11, Vancouver, Washington, reported on their
visit to Olympia to intercede with state
officials on behalf of Hazel Anna Wolfe,
who is facing exile to England. C11.IDC
is on record in favor of a legislative
memorial urging a ten-year StatutcF. of
Limitations on the Walter-MeCarran
Law.

East Bay Women Aid
Mine-Mill Defense
OAKLAND -- ILWU Auxiliary '17
assisted the Oakland division of Local
6 at its February 11 contract conference in serving coffee and refreshments. Some 100 delegates were served
by Mrs. Jo Nell Daniels; Mrs. Luevirda
Jackson; Mrs. Ida Morgan; Mrs. Virginia Proctor and Mrs. Idalynd Rutter.
A contribution of $25 was made by
the auxiliary to the defense of the
Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers union
in the Taft-Hartley conspiracy case being fought by the union and its officers: Support of the union was voted
at the February 10 meeting of the
auxiliary.

Unemployment All Imaginary,
Coos Bay Auxiliary
Oregon Jobs Conference Told Buys Share in Reporter
SALEM, Ore. — People aren't starving in Oregon and the nation is merely
in the grip of a psychological or "Harvard recession," state public utilities
commission spokesman Jonel Hill, told
the governor's long-awaited, state-wide
conference on unemployment and economic affairs last week.
This was sharply challenged by
Francis J. Murzane of ILWU Local 8.
He contended the joblessness was all
too real. Murnane said the man without an income cannot buy the products
that are produced, and a way must be
found to put him back to work. The
longshore leader was one of the few
labor people present at the meeting,
which was top-heavy with business executives.
Some of the manufacturers, however, especially in the forest products
industry—seemed to agree with Murnane.

Loran Stewart, a Lane County lumberman, predicted a lot of bankruptcies
in the next six months among small
primary users of logs in Oregon.
David Cameron, director of the state
department. of employment, said that
for the first time since World War II,
woods products employment is less
than 50 per cent of the total state employment.
Earl M. Jennett, Portland, of Willamette Iron 8z, Steel Co, said heavy
machine, ship repair and ship conversion industries are in bad shape.
Governor Hatfield has asked the conference to reconvene in two weeks, and
to come prepared to pull recommendations for bolstering the state's economy
out of the hat.
• He said he will ask the legislature
for $17 million to start construction of
building and highway projects as a
means of alleviating unemployment,

NORTH BEND, Ore.—Auxiliary 1
is now a stockholder in the Portland
Reporter, which began daily publication February 11.
The auxiliary decided to buy A share
after hearing a talk on the subject by
Anne Chambers, Oregon AFL-CIO second Vice-President.
"She urged us to invest in freedom of
the press, and we voted to do so," is
the way Valerie Taylor, Federated
Auxiliaries President and member of
Auxiliary 1, said.

Auxiliary 8 Members
On Tour of Eakery
WILMINGTON, Calif.---ILWU Auxiliary 8 members were recently guests
of the Di Carlos Bakery. After touring
the bakery, they were served coffee and
pastries.
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State Funds
For Surplus
Foods Asked
OLYMPIA—House Bill 519 appropriating $2,292,529 in state funds to finance the warehousing and distribution
of surplus food has been introduced by
State Representative Mrs. Marian Gleason (D., Tacoma). In an unusual move
twelve other representatives joined
with Mrs. Gleason in presenting the
measure.
FIB 519 would cure a fatal defect in
a "permissive" surplus food measure
adopted in the 1957 session. Under this
law counties were required to finance
the program. Only four counties set up
a distribution system and these eventually collapsed on the grounds that local
funds were not available.
Under Representative Gleason's proposal the state could tie-in with the
expanded surplus food program inaugurated by President Kennedy by
executive order. The food would be
distributed to needy persons, including
unemployed, through the Department
of Public Assistance.
President Kennedy has also announced a food stamp program to be
started on an experimental basis in six
distressed areas. Governor Albert
Rosellini has asked that Washington be
included. Earlier House Joint Memorial
15, urging congress to expand the surplus food program, was introduced by
Representatives Mrs. Joseph Hurley.
(D., Spokane), Mrs. Gleason (D., Tacoma) and Mrs. Jeanette Testu (D.,
Seattle).

Seattle Port Creates
$95 Million Payroll
SEATTLE—Maritime commerce provides Seattle with 16,000 jobs and an
annual payroll of $95 million, it is
p6inted out in an economic survey made
for the Port Commission. Of these jobs
about 2,000 are longshoremen with
another 1,900 sailing on Seattle-based
ships.
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Baker
arms of Legislative
Steal by in surance C Imp flies

23 More Receive
Pension Benefits
SAN FRANCISCO — Eight Dock
Workers were retired on the ILWUPMA pension and 15 widows began
receiving ILWU-PMA survivor benefits as of March 1, 1961, Henry
Schmidt announced this week.
They were: Local 8: Thomas Helland ; Local 10: Hillard Cummings
and Joe Monteiro, all on the ILWUPMA regular pension plan.
On the disability plan were: Local 10: George Arvonen, Dryden
Chamberlin and James L. Gile.
On the amended plan were: Clarence Conklin of Local 10 and John
Ahlquist of Local 24.
The widows are: Della Adams,
Hilma Andersen, Mary Brolan, Faye
Brown, Frances Capp elle, Evelyn
Chamberlin, Louise Co o ck i n, Ann
Collor, Margaret Edwards, Agnes
Francis, Lola Green, Margaret Gilmore, Mary Ellen Joyce, Nora McCarty and Rebecca Schroeder.

Baker to Address
University Class
PORTLAND, Ore.—Ernest E. Baker,
member of Local 8 and ILWU-CRDC
lobbyist at Salem, has been asked to
speak to Professor Joseph R. Fiszman's political science class at the University of Oregon in Eugene.
The invitation came as the result of
a visit the educator and some of his
students made to the legislature February 9, Baker said.
Local 8 Members Pass
PORTLAND, Ore. — Howard McKnight, an active member of Local 8,
passed away on Lincoln's birthday, February 12, after suffering two strokes.
Other members who died recently and
are being mourned on the waterfront
here include Arthur S. Olsen and Alvin
Francis.

•
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SALEM, Ore.
CRDC legislative
representative Ernest Baker, has
rushed an urgent appeal to all Oregon
ILWU members to sharpen up their
lead pencils on the so-called threeway insurance bill.
The measure, FIB 334, would take
away -the right of an injured workman
to sue and set up a "regular bonanza"
for the insurance companies, Baker
charged. The bill is now in the Senate
state and federal affairs committee.
DISRUPTIVE BILLS KILLED
Two bills aimed at disrupting the
make-up of Oregon port commissions,
inimical to the interests of longshoremen have been "killed off; for this session anyway," Baker said.
The memorial aimed at deepening
and widening the Columbia ship channel is now in the House, having passed
the Senate unanimously. Another bill
of special interest to longshoremen, introduced by Representative Edward
Whelan of Multnomah County, would
permit public employees to bargain collectively.
"If this one passes," Baker stated,
"the Commission of Public Docks will
have no excuse not to enter into a
signed agreement with Local 8!"
There is also a bill in, providing for
inspection of all work areas, including
docks.
A measure aimed at making interest
rates on time purchases mere reasonable, through requiring statements of
true interest on all carrying charges,
was introduced recently by Representative Groener of Clackamas County.
The money lenders, Baker said, were
out in "force at the hearing on this
one to talk it down."
FIREMEN BACKED
The Firefighters' union has three
bills in, Baker stated, one of which
would permit their members to join
unions. They have won this right in
some areas, such as Portland and Salem, "but in North Bend and Coos Bay,

Hazar ous Car o ill Pus
By Edson Stallcop
OLYMPIA—Senate Bill 423, the
ILWU sponsored hazardous substance
labeling bill which has widespread support among other unions and consumer
groups, is on the list of "high priority legislation now receiving concentrated attention from the Joint Labor
Lobby.
With the session headed into the
log-jam of the final two weeks, the
labeling bill is a part of a concentration package of labor legislation compiled at a conference between the Labor
Lobby Steering Committee and Governor Albert Rosellini.
SB 423 was introduced by Senators
Wayne Angevine (D., Seattle), Martin
Durkan (D., Seattle) and Mrs. Frances
Morgan (D., Bremerton) and referred
to the Committee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Licenses of which Senator George Kupka (D., Tacoma) is
chairman.
ATTACKED BY EMPLOYERS
Even as it hit the hopper, SB 423
received the concentrated fire of the
Association of Washington Industries
which announced that it had a series
of proposed amendments but refused to
say what they are. Within a few days
it was apparent that the heat was on
with opposition coming from many industrial quarters including the Coca
Cola company whose product has not
been regarded as coming within the
scope of this protective law.
SB 423 got the unqualified endorsement of the State Safety Division in
a special, statement sent to Senator
Kupka by Gordon Johnson, supervisor
of safety and executive-secretary of
the Governor's Advisory Committee.
"The Department of„Labor and Industries is charged with the responsi-
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they are practically outlaws." The bill
was introduced by Representative William Holmstrom of Clatsop County.
Another smoke-eater bill, which is
having "a rough go," Baker said, is
"their measure to make heart and lung
diseases 'occupational' for firemen."
They also have a bill in to reduce their
work hours from 72 hours per week to
56 hours. The labor lobby has dubbed
the fireman the "forgotten man" and is
giving solid support to their legislation.

Tragedy Strikes
Eskimo Legislator
JUNEAU—Tragedy struck the family
of Representative John Nusunginya,
Eskimo fisherman from Barrow, when
fire swept through his home killing his
wife, a six-year-old son and his brotherin-law.
News of the tragedy was broken to
Nusunginya at the executive mansion
where he was conferring on legislation
with Governor Egan. The governor arranged a delay in a Pacific Northern
Airlines flight so that Nusunginya
could return home. Six other children
were at school when the fire, apparently due to an oil stove explosion,
destroyed the Nusunginya home in
Barrow.

Henry Schmidt Repors
On Pension Fund Assel.s
SAN FRANCISCO — The ILWUPMA Pension Fund had assets of $25,582,249.77 as of December 31, 1960,
ILWU Pension Director Henry Schmidt
reported to the union's dock locals February 2.
The fund's assets are inyested largely in government and corporation
bonds. Schmidt said that the investments are showing an average yield of
3.79 per cent.

din 1 .shi gton State

bility of protecting the workers of the Fred Dore (D., Seattle), Martin Dur- for single persons from $100 to $125
state and we feel that SB 423 is neces- kan (D., Seattle), Harry Elway (R., a month and for couples from $125 to
sary to assist us in this endeavor," the Hoquiam), F. Stewart Foster (R., Se- $155 a month.
statement said.
lah), Herbert Freise (R., Walla Walla), • Senate Bill 425 and House Bill 522
"This is a good bill, it requires au- Michael Gallagher (D., Seattle), Rob- identical executive request measures to
thentic labeling on materials which are ert Greive (D., Seattle), Karl Herr- increase the state minimum wage to
designated as poisonous and injurious mann (D., Spokane), James Keefe (D., $1.25 an hour. Both measures are in
to the well being of the work force as Spokane), Reuben Knoblauch (D., the respective Labor Committees and
defined in RCW 51. All the bill does Sumner), John Papajani (D., Seattle), there is considerable employer pressure
is to set certain minimum requirements William Shannon (R., Seattle) and Al- to keep them there.
for transporting and repackaging dan- bert Thompson (R., Bellevue).
• House Bill 150 the garnishment libgerous materials by insisting these maOf key importance to AFL-CIO un- eralization measure the Labor Lobby
terials be properly labeled as to con- ions is House Bill 643 the substitute for is supporting as a substitute for House
tent and seriousness of exposure.
House Bill 50, the comprehensive in- Bill 32 mentioned in the February 10
"Industry patterns are changing every dustrial insurance measure which ran issue of The Dispatcher. HB 150 exday. Our department must keep abreast into trouble in breaking ground in the empts 50 per cent of the wage of the
of these changes; we must train our new field of loss - of - earning - power worker from garnishment.
people on radiation controls, we have pensions.
• House Bill 59: Defines the work-day
initiated an Industrial Hygiene ProINSURANCE BILL BACKED
under industrial insurance to include _
gram in our Safety Division and conHouse Bill 50 was done to death by rest and lunch periods and time spent
template even further our extension a hostile majority in the House Indus- traveling to and from the job.
into these new fields. It follows, there- trial Insurance Committee of which • House Bill 174: Puts sharper teeth
fore, that we should receive the neces- Representative C. B. Witherbee (D., in the safety code by making violation
sary legislative implementation to as- Seattle) is chairman. The committee a gross misdeameanor instead of a missist us in our job of worker safety drafted HB 643 which eliminates loss- deameanor when it results in an indusprograms. We could cite examples of of-earning-power pensions but provides trial accident.
what has happened and how workers across the board increases (some up to • House Bill 431: Permits all state,
have been burned and scalded because 60 per cent) in all categories of work- municipal and county employees to join
materials were not properly identified, men's compensation payments. In time an organization of their own choosing
before the accident occurred. There- lost as the result of an accident the and bargain collectively. This measure
is of key importance to the Federafore, on behalf of the Governor's Safety payments are boosted 20 per cent.
Advisory Committee, I earnestly solicit
Labor is supporting JIB 643 with tion of State Employees and the County
your 'do pass' support on SB 423."
two significant exceptions. One is Sec- and Municipal Workers unions. Still in
LETTERS URGED
tion 7 which eliminates the right of the House Labor Committee of which RepGovernor Rosellini has taken up the third party suit now in the present resentative Avery Garrett (D., Renmatter of SB 423 with Senator Kupka law, and Section 8 which allows the ton) is chairman. This is the "Magna
but the danger remains that this im- employer to cross-file complaints for Carta" of public employees and would
portant bill, like many others, can be 60 days thus delaying any benefits to make it possible for them to negotiate
wages and working conditions instead
lost in the shuffle during the hectic the injured worker.
final days of the session. Back home
Labor is also supporting a proposal of being forced to take what is handed
support is urgently needed, first to get appropriating $30,000 for a joint un- out.
it out of committee and then favorable ion-employer-government study of the
The situation in Olympia is now crit-O
floor action.
principles involved in a loss-of-earning- ical. Days have been wasted by both ,
Letters are urgently needed to all power pension as was contained in FIB houses on trivia. Log jams are develmembers of the legislature and to 50 and a report to the Interim Commit- oping. Senate Rules now has 200 bills
members of the Senate Commerce, tee of the Legislature.
before it and has never acted on more
than 20 a day. At midnight, March 9,
Manufacturing and Licenses CommitPRIORITY ITEMS LISTED
*-ettagookiksook
tee in particular. -Besides Chairman
Other proposals on labor's "high pri- all bills still in committee automatically die. While there is talk of a speEdson Stallcop is legislative repre- Kupka the members are: Senators ority list" are:
Wayne Angevine (D., Seattle)) How- • House Bill 111: Calls for a supple- cial session, it will be limited to finance
sentative for the ILWU Puget Sound
Council, and a member of the Steering ard Bargreen (D., Everett), Frank Con- mental appropriation to bring all past measures. Back home support is needed
Committee for the Joint Labor Lobby - nor (D., Seattle), John Cooney (D., total permanent disability pensions up now if important labor legislation is to
Spokane), David Cowen (D., Spokane), to the 1957 level by increasing awards be enacted.
of Washington.
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(Continued from page 1)
ubcommittee of the county's Demoratic Central Committee which concluded its investigation with a report
to the FBI in San Francisco police department versions on the cause of the
riot were untrue.
Listing nine "flagrant distortions"
n the film, the committee declared that
"the film has been successful in suppressing free discussion and intimidating those opposed, to the practices of
the House un-American Activities
Committee."
One of the distortions attacked by
the Santa Clara Democrats was the
claim that Harry Bridges was shown
being escorted out of the City Hall
"moment before the rioting broke out."
'ADA PROTEST
Earlier the Board of Directors of
the California Democratic Council had
declared that the film should not be
shown without a commentary on its
"distortions." .
.
One of the organizations vigorously
attacking the film was the Northern
California .Chapter of Americans for
Democratic Action. In a letter to Northern California Congressmen, the group
urged them to "take the leadership in
demanding that the official designation of the film be removed and that
United Skies government agencies not
be allowed to purchase, distribute or
further show the film.
Among the 37 signers were Supervisor A. J. Zirpoli'of • San ..Francisco;
Eugene Burdick, University of Califonnia political science professor and coauthor of "The Ugly America n";
builder Joseph L. Eichler; Mrs. Henry
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New Portland
Daily Gets off..
To Fast Start
PORTLAND, Ore.—The strike-born
Portland Reporter started daily Publication February 11, with carrier service to more than 60,000 charter subscribers in the metropolitan area, mail
delivery to other points throughout the
state and inquiries and new subs jamming incoming phones.
.
Begun a year ago as a weekly (later
a hi-weekly) and produced by members
of unions on strike against The Oregonian and Journal, it has emerged as
Portland's only independent, homeowned, fair-to-labor daily.
has Associated Press
verage, wire photos, national and
state. capitol correspondents, cartoons,
comics and one, of the best sports sections of any paper west of the Rockies.
Staff writers include reporters whose
mes were familiar to Oregonian and
urnal readers in the days when those
papers weren't being published back of
picket lilies.
Meanwhile, an award in recognition
of its editorial and news coverage support of the docks development issue
in the November election was presented
to The Portland Reporter last week by
Hillman Lueddemann, chairman of the
Citizens for Dock Development; and
Mayor Terry D. Schrunk.

Thepaper
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F. Grady; Mark Harris, author and
professor of English at San Francisco
State College; State Senator George
Miller, Jr., of Martinez; and George
Johns, secretary of the San Francisco
Labor Council; Sam Eubanks, secretary San Francisco-Oakland Newspaper Guild; Mrs..Paline Knickerbocker;
Democratic State Central Committee
Vice Chairman Roger went; Louis EtsHokins, San Franclaco businessman;
Rabbi Alvin I. Fine; Edward Heller
and Professors John H. Merryman and
Peter Odegard.

Jobless 30-171e3Lifis
:TOW Big Payroll'
OLYMPIA -- With further cutbacks in plywood and light metals
sending the number of claimants
past the 80,000 mark, unemployment
compeneation continues to be one of
the state's major payrolls. Benefits
are now being paid at the rate of
about $2.5 million weekly.
Figures released by the .Employment Security Department .show
that the number of claimants is running 25 per cent above the same
period a year ago. The number of
exhaustions by the middle of February had passed the 10,000 mark.
Unless congress takes action these
workers cannot draw additional benefits until the start of the next benefit year July 1. January payments
totalled $9.5 million — the highest
for any month in the history of the
program.

Washins,Lon State senate Asks
Repeal of Taft-Hartley Proviso
OLYMPIA — House Joint Memorial
No. 7, asking congress to repeal Section
14-b of the Taft-hartley law, has been
approved by the Senate by a 36-7 vote
and officially transmitted to Speaker
Sam Rayburn in Washington, D.C. The
measure earlier cleared the House
64-33,
The memorial declared that section
14-b under, which states enact the
"right-to-work" laws, is a "detriment
and great deterrent to the progress of
organized labor" which has "struggled
and suffered untold setbacks and hardships to attain its rightful position in
the nation's economy."
In asking repeal the memorial
pointed out,to congress that "the voters
of the State of Washington by their
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defeat of two initiations in two general
elections have indicated their objection
to state legislation in this field."
HJR 7 was co-sponsored by Representatives Daniel -Brink (D., Seattle),
Ann O'Donnell (P., Seattle) and Avery
Garrett (D., Seattle). Its enactment
was urged by the Joint Labor Lobby.

evar African
St tes invited
To Trade Fair
SEATTLE—All 20 of the newly independent African nations have been invited to participate in the Washington
State International Trade Fair opening
April 20. Fair officials voted to offer
the new countries free exhibition space.
Besides the African nations the Trade
Fair this year will be broadened to include Europe. Previously the, annual
event was Confined .to countries on the
Pacific rim.
Fair officials said that they had at
first considered inviting only such "advanced" African couutries as Nigeria,
Ghana and Tunisia but broadened the
bid at the suggestion of G. Mennen Williams, assistant secretary -of state for
African affairs.'
The Trade Fair this year will be held
at Pier 91, the Naval Supply Depot,
where 90,000 feet of exhibition space
has been made available as compared
to 60,000 feet in the National Guard
Armory, used in previous years. In addition to a waterfront location, Pier 91
will offer free parking for 2,000 automobiles. The Trade Fair runs 10 days.

Moral Cenci FCLI
Report's Expemsron
NORTH BEND, Ore. — Substantial
growth of the ILWU Local 12 Federal
Credit Union was reported at the
group's annual meeting January 30.
Total assets increased more than 28
per cent during ,1960 and now equal
$159,852.30.
•
Officers for 1961 include: Marina
Yount, president; Charles Leibelt, vice
president; Marguerite Grob, treasurer;
Agnes Russell, secretary; and E. A.
Carlson, educational director.

na; suns AND LITTLE MIES
NE OF THE most unique fishing longer sight radius and more accurate
opportunities is provided to long- pointing.
Shorter 26-inch and 28-inch barrels
shoremen anglers in the Portland, Oreare preferred for upland game and
gon area.
Plumb through the heart of this city skeet because they are faster handling„
* *
flows the Willamette, major Columbia
Here's a chart that should be of in-+
river tributary and every year 'bout
this time the spring ru3i of Chinook terest to those of you who would know,
the "young and the old" of wildlife:
comes wending its way.
Hundreds of anglers fish for this SPECIES MALE FEMALE YOUNG
prime salmon, considered by fisherman antelope buck
doe
fawn
and aquatic biologist alike as the gami- bear
boar
sow
cub
est and tastiest of the Chinook clan.
beaver
rna!e
female
kit
At this writing the river is high and coyote
dog
whelp
bitch.,
colored; unfishable, but when the river deer ,
buck
doe
fawn
clears, they'll be out there in droves— elk
bull
-COW
calf
boat fisherman and bank anglers alike. fox
.vixen
whelp
(10g
billy
nanny
kid
It's a great sport fishery but what goat
cock
hen
chick
makes it unusual is to hook one of these quail
buck
doe
fawn
gamy finsters—maybe a 30-pounder or rabbit
ram
ewe
lamb
more—within view of Portland's metro- sheep
swan
cob
pen
cygnet
politan skyline.
buck
female
fry
Another great Chinook fishing spot. trout
dog
bitch
whelp
is a bit further up north, out of West- wolf
port, Washington in the saltchuck.
As a rule of thumb, to determine the
Glenn Myowell of 330 N. 72nd Street,
Seattle, Washington, a retired ILWU live weight of a deer, add 30 per cent
clerk, is out for these babies whenever to the dressed weight.
time permits.
Y GOOD FRIEND Jay Tuttle of
Portland, Oregon, a well-known
fly fisherman, switched to light spin
gear and while fishing the Sandy river
near Troutdale he hooked what he considered to be the lunker of his angling
career.
The what-ever-it-Was at the other
end of the line took off with. his fluorescent wobbler at midstream about a
half-mile below Gordon creek. It made
a long run into fast water and it took
Jay about 10 minutes to "pump and
wind" the finster inshore.
It took off again on another like run
and then, according to Jay, "died at
midstream after giving its all in a galHere's a pie of Glenn (right) with a lant effort to shake the.hook."
As he babied the spent lunker bank38-pounder he duped- with a cut herring
side,
he figured he was fast to a giant
on 20-pound test line and his fishing
buddies who look like they did right • steelhead or perhaps a late-run Columbia Chinook. Imagine his surprise when
well for themselves that day.
.he eased the fish to banka 20-inch
*
carp, hooked in the tail.
1. FEEL that this country's juvenile
hunters have as good, if not the best urHE
FRIGHTENING experience of
bargain on the market today,'allowing
being lost in the woods is one that
the holder of a hunting license the most
cannot be minimized. That is except by
varied big game, small game and wildone of our pioneer greats: Daniel
fowl shooting there is. The cost is only
Boone.
pennies, compared to the whole cost of
When asked if he had ever been lost
the hunting trip and the equipment inDan'l is known to have replied: "Nope,
volved.
but I've been confused for two or three
This fact was dramatically brought
days."
home to me when I glanced through my
Then there's our good friend Dave
international file and noted the restricBlackman of Local 8, who says that
tions,for hunting- in Bavaria. For inthe way to be discovered when you're
stance:
lost in the woods is to start a game of
The minimum age to qualify for a solitaire.
hunting license is eighteen and the
"First thing you know," he says,
young hunter must successfully com- 'some- fool will come along and tell 'ya
plete a six-months course on hunting what card to play."
laws, customs, study and identification
*
of game and non-game species, and
We'd
like
send
our readers—right
to
some fundamentals of game manageaway, and absolutely 'free—a pair of
ment.
Completing this, the new hunter is the illustrated KNOBBY WOBBLERS,
examined by a:board of German jaegers good for any game fish that swims in
(hunters). If he passes his examina- fresh water or
tion, the young hunter is entitled to saltchuek.
All you have to
purchase his license for 50 marks
($12.00) but he cannot go afield until do is send us a
he has also purchased hunting insur- snapshot of a fishing or hunting scene
ance — $35,000 personal liability and and a little information as to what the
snapshot is all about.
$3,500 property liability. .
The six best phoAt that he.is not free to hunt as he
tos in the opinion
chooses. First, he must secure permis. of the judges will
sion to hunt on the land, hire a guide,
receive one of the
and look to that guide for an OK to
pictured Luhr's
shoot the game seen.
, #105 spin packs.
This offer is limW1E'YE LEARNED that from a
ited to members— ,
W. V practical standpoint, small differin good standing—
ences in barrel length have little effect
and the members
on ballistic performance.
of their family.
Using the same load, a 26-inch barAddress your
rel may shoot jut as hard as a 30-inch letters and photos to:
barrel.
Fred Goetz
Likewise, degree of choke has but
Dept. TD
little effect on muzzle velocity. Longer
4401 SE 89th Ave.
barrels are preferred by many for wildPortland 66, Oregon*,
fowl or trapshooting because of the
Picase slate ,your union affiliation.
ik•
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spiracy that only five of the firms
pleaded innocent, and these later
changed their pleas to guilty or no
contest.
Yet Bicks has reaped little reward
for his efforts. He served 13 months as
acting chief of the anti-trust division
HEN THE chips are down, the
before President Eisenhower sent his
definition of union democracy is
Senate
nomination to the Senate. The
never confirmed him, and the new at- determined by willingness of the ranks
torney general Robert Kennedy, has to speak up.
ILWU warehousemen in Northern
said he will not recommend Bicks for
California have been busily preparing
the job in his department.
It was the largest criminal case in for the annual convention of Local 6,
the 70-year history of the nation's anti- slated for February 25 in San Frantrust laws. Investigations began in cisco.
As a prelude to the convention, a
1959, and only a year elapsed between
series of weekend, all-day bull-sessions
indictment and sentencing.
were held throughout the area, invitTVA SPURRED ACTION
discussion and debate by every
ing
The indictments cover anti-trust violations back. to 1954, but William yank and filer with something on his
for full
Maher, chief of the Justice Depart- 'Mind. The floor has been open
could
views
all
so
debate,
that
free
and
ment's anti-trust office here, said the
determine the
conspiracy has probably existed since be pooled in an effort to
proper policy to pursue in coming
the 1930s.
Tennessee Valley Authority officials months.
The first of these "jam sessions" was
are credited with spurring Bicks to act.
in San Francisco on February 4,
held
They wondered why the companies'
packed to overflowing. The
bids for transformers, high-voltage and it was
were spirited and informadiscussions
were
cable, and power plant equipment
present at this meetoutsider
Any
tive.
usually identical. Senator Estes Kefaucertainly have been imver (D., Tenn.) gave them a chance to ing would
by the broad understanding
express their amazement to his anti- pressed,
the rank and file concerning
by
shown
trust subcommittee. From there on
vital current problems.
Bicks took over.
Three main issues were raised: (1)
After grand jury indictments broke
security. (2) Problems'growing out
up the conspiracy a year ago, TVA Job
unemployment crisis. (3) How to
the
of
saved
had
officials told liefauver they
the union's economic strength
utilize
as much as 27 per cent on some items.
and Political fields, parInvestor-owned utilities aren't likely in legislative
face of the jobless crisis
the
in
ticularly
to sue, partly because they'd have difthe growing anti-union trends in
ficulty proving damages. Their rates and
nation.
are based on their costs, so if price- the
each speaker described conditions
As
fixing inflates their costs, they simply
in his particular plant, it .became inappeal to state regulatory commissions
creasingly clear- that more employers
for rate increases. Here and there, a
modernizing or moving in 'that diare
state commission may sue on behalf of
rection. And almost every speaker drew
electric consumers who paid the higher
the conclusion that fewer workers • Will
rates.
be needed to fill' the jobs in the future,
while production- will increase.
.lerjWes
Pensioners E!eti' D•:,
LONGVIEW, Wash.—The Columbia
EviE AND again the point was raised
River Pensioners' Association, reprethat there must be • greater collecsenting Local 8 old-timers will send a
job to protect
fraternal delegate to the International tive discipline on the
of the inSpeedup
conditions.
union
convention in Hawaii, Mike Sickinger,
dividual was of major concern. Many
the group's CRDC delegate said here.
speakers were very. frank, even critical
of each other, when they suggested that
numerous individuals let little violaTo All Members of 1LWU
slip by, instead of using the untions
Locals 10, 34, 7;3, 91
ion's grievance machinery to preserve
job security and the contract. They
suggested that perhaps some members
were afraid to rock the boat, afraid because of the rising unemployment.
This is exactly what the employers
all over the nation are trying to create..
—a sense of fear, a turning away from
the union, a lessening of the spirit of
unity between union men. They would
1€7741
love to see union men become involved
in a dog-eat-dog struggle between themselves, instead of working together.
-- Many observations were made about
the need to rebuild the cooperative,
spirit within each plant. In addition to
reviving a spirit of internal unity, they
spoke of the increased need for working with all warehousemen—ILWU and
Teamster--in heightening the same,cooperative spirit that won a recent wage
raise in the warehouse industry.
Several important targets for union
political action were noted by speakers.
These include more liberal benefits for
the unemployed and for those hurt in
industrial accidents, as well as a state
minimum wage law; also a state health
plan for the aged, and improvem6nt in
welfare plans and 'pension programs.
One speaker raised an especially inMonday through Friday
teresting point: it seems that many
2:30 a.m. to 12 noon, 1 to 4 p.
warehousemen have reached retirement
February 23 - March 23.

PHILADELPHIA—The major electrical industry corporations found
guilty February 6 of a massive conspiracy to fix prices and rib bids on
• equipment are now confronted with a
mounting avalanche of law suits by
overcharged customers.
Judge Cullen Ganey found 29 firms,
including General Electric and Westinghouse, guilty of repeated violations
of the anti-trust laws. He sentenced
seven executives to jail and imposed
fines of almost $2 million.
; Federal, state and city governments
are laying plans to recover millions of
dollars they believe they were overcharged on generators, circuit breakers, transformers and switchgear.
Every customer is now in a position
to base a suit on Judge Ganey's decision and, if it proves its case, collect
treble damages.
Clyde Ellis, manager of National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association,
is recommending, that the Association
serve as agent for almost 1,000 rural
electric co-ops in a class lawsuit to collect damages.
WILSON TO THE RESCUE
To forestall some of this litigation,
,General Electric has recalled its former
president, Charles Wilson, who served
the firm for more than half a century,
. to undertake "cooperative studies" with
its customers. Westinghouse has named
- George Wilcox., former president of Ca:nadian Westinghouse, to do a similar
job. .
• The firms will also rely on the lush
:entertainment they've provided co-op
and city officials over the years to
minimize the damages that will be
claimed.
A utility official doesn't sue the electric machinery firm that paid his expenes to the Mardi Gras or took him
deep sea fishing off the. Florida Coast
—even though the money to make
these trips actually came out of the
inflated price the utility paid for the
'elcci:r]c machinery. This too would violate what Judge Caney called the "cor•porate way of life."
•
- Robert Bicks, the brilliant young
'chief of the Justice Department's antitrust division, and his staff amassed
such overwhelming evidence of the con-
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Correction
•
All tests in the Pensioners' Rooms, Longshore
Hall, Local 10, 400 No. Point St., San Francisro-''',,e'Y''.

PORTLAND, Ore. — A report that
ILWU Locals 8 and 68 have amalgamated, contained in two stories on
other subjects in the January 27 issue,
is incorrect.
Local 68's request to amalgamate,
favorably reported on to the Local 8
membership by.the Local 8 board, was
referred back to the board. Further
consideration was postponed until after
the convention.
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age and insist on remaining on the job.
This speaker presented a constructive
suggestion that the union should investigate the fears of these individuals.
When answers are found to these personal questions, the union should advance a program that will help solve
the problem.
NEMPLOYMENT seemed to hold
the center of the stage for most of
the rank and filers who participated in
the bull-sessions.
Most of the speakers tied in the
mushrooming joblessness with modernization and mechanization in many industries. Regardless of how it was put,
it all boiled down to the same thing:
modern methods mean greater production, while fewer people are needed.
But these rank and file speakers refused to throw up their hands in despair. One participant put it simply
when he said: "Let's reduce the hours
per day, and the days per week, so
that all qualified warehousemen in
Northern California can continue to be
employed."
This certainly is a down-to-earth,
reasonable objective for all unions to
work for. While the machine may be
blamed, most of us agree that we have
no desire to stop progress, but rather
to make technological advances work
for us.
Some speakers were candidly, and
harshly critical of quite a few of our
Members who keep trying to work
more hours per week instead of cutting
down. These are the "hungry" fellows
who say they must have extra work in
order to take care of their families in
the style to which they have become
accustomed in recent years.
No one quarrels with the high standard of living many workers have
achieved in America. But we want to
see this high living standard for everyone. And we don't want to see anyone
killing himself to achieve it. Your family wants to enjoy this standard with
you—not weeping over your grave.
Everyone must be able to share in
the better living that new technology
and skills and know-how can achieve.
And what better way than to cut
back on the hours spent on the job, and
increase the wages earned?
The Local 6 annual convention was
well prepared to meet with full knowledge of the problems expressed by interested and active rank and filers, as
a result of these bull-sessions, and to
formulate a program to meet the issues.

U

Ship
Loads at Astoria

Philippine

ASTORIA, Ore.—The Astoria waterfront experienced two "Firsts" last
week: (1) The first ship of Philippine
registry ever to call here, and (2) the
first load of lumber to clear a ship's
rail in this port fOr the Far East since
the embargo cut off China trade more
than ten years ago.
The vessel loading lumber was the
Transocean Merchant, brand new, built
in Japan and operated by the newly
formed United Philippine lines:. The
new company plans to have five ID,
on the West Coast run, and was
ported to have joined with the Pacific
Orient Express line, which has operated
an established route from the Pacific
coast to the Philippines, Hong Kong
and Japan.
The Merchant loaded 300,000 fee*
lumber before heading upriver for
Longview and Portland.

Answer to 'Who Said It?'
US Senator Stephen M. Young
(D., Ohio), in a recent speech in the
Senate, as reported by Labor, official weekly publication of the railroad unions, Feb. 18, 1961.

